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Specialists question whether fad diet;
hinder healthy weight-loss.
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Over 100 bands bang their way onto
Harrisonburg stages for MACRoCk 2002.

Lacrosse junior midfielder Lisa Staedt is a
preseason All-American and has become one
ofJMU's premier athletes.
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Gospel Singers celebrate
CGS remembers 30
years of ministry
BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

JANE McHUCH/jffwe p/totographf
Contemporary Gospel Singers worship In song in the Gospel
Extravaganza as part of Its 30th anniversary celebration.

Are you feeling
a little under
the weather?
BY JANE MCHUOH

senior writer
With
temperatures
in
Harrisonburg fluctuating dramatically and a recent increase
in JMU's sick population, one
may wonder whether or not a
correlation exists between the
weather and a person's health.
"Weather can be soothing
to the mind and body or very
destructive due to exposure
of the elements," Linda
Hulton, professor of health
sciences
said.
"Climate
change is likely to have
adverse impacts on health."

news editor
The Contemporary Gospel
Singers jammed for Jesus,
danced, sang, worshiped God
and partied late into the night
all weekend to celebrate its
30th anniversary.
"Then? ain't no party like
the holy ghost party, cuz the
holy ghost party don't stop,"
said sophomore Michael
Tinsley, director of CGS. JMU's
biggest gospel group.
Going 30 years strong, CGS
celebrated its anniversary this
past weekend. Entitled "Unity
in Christ," past and present
fee GOSPEL, page 4

*

— Linda Hulton
health sciences professor

59

BY JANELLE DIORIO

contributing writer
JMU's
Office
of
International
Programs
ranked second in the nation
among masters-level institutions for the number of students studying abroad.
The annual December survey was published by the
Chronicle of Higher Education.
According to its Web site,
http://chronicle.com/help/about.ht
m, the publication is "the No. 1
news source for college and
university faculty members
and administrators." JMU was
the only Virginia institute to
make the list.
According to the office's
Web site, www.jmu.edu/intema-

tional, JMU's OIP consistently
has ranked in the top five for
the past several years.

teeKAHD.pageS

popular program seems to be
the semesters in Florence and
London because they have no
language requirements.
Programs are offered all
over
trie
world,
from
Salamanca to London to
Ghana, Ciccone said. College
credit is awarded for studying
abroad. JMU students also have
participated in international
internships. The internships,
though, are not as popular as
trie semester programs, according to Ciccone.
Junior Mike Greene studied
in Salamanca, Spain in the
spring of 2001. "Studying
abroad was trie experience of a

-a
Studying abroad was
the experience of
a lifetime.
-Mike Greene
junior

95
Jackie Ciccone, OIP administrative coordinator, said JMU
offers a variety of international
programs for the fall, spring
and
summer
semesters.
According to Ciccone, the most

see PROGRAMS, page 5

Lacrosse edges No. 9 Maryland
Dukes end 28-game losing skid to defending national champs
BY DAN BOWMAN

Junior midfielder Uaa Staedt eludes University of Maryland defender Greta Sommers. Staedt scored three goals In the
11-10 win over the defending National Champion Maryland, Including the eventual game-winner.

Students urged to vote
Registration deadline to vote in Council election nears
BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

Sophomore Maria DiToro
said she's noticed more people
being under the alternating
weather recently. "Everybody's
been more worn out and sicker
than usual," she said. "With this
constant fluctuation in the
weather, people's bodies have a
hard time adapting."
Junior Dave Oliver said,
"One day il is 70 degrees outside, and the next day 40
degrees. I feel like a lot of my
friends get sick as the weather jumps up and down. It
affects me too."
However, Linda Smith, head
nurse of the University Health
Center, said that she does not
feel as though weather changes
have a significant impact on students' health The Health Center
recently has experienced "an
increase in allergy-related
symptoms," Smith said. "We
believe that the season change
lias more to .1" with the recent
increase in spring seasonal allcr,;\ nbli-,1 sMiiptoms than the

High: 69
Low: 52

JMU ranks second nationally
in number of students abroad
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Climate change is
likely to have adverse
affects on health.

Sunny
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According to Hulton, the
effects of weather on a person's
health can be directly or indirectly related. Some examples of
the weather-related factors that
can directly affect health are the
pollen count, the air quality
index count and the wind chill
counts, she said. Furthermore,
some indirect health effects are
associated with rapid weather
shifts and the potential transmission of airborne infections,
Hulton said.

-64

Terfay:

news editor
Today is the deadline to
register
to
vote
in
Harrisonburg in time for the
City Council election. With the
election fast approaching and
the rising interest in JMU students' influence upon the election, political science professors discussed the importance
of students registering and
voting in Harnsonburg.
"Decisions made by the
Harrisonburg City Council
have a much greater effect on
[students'] everyday lives
than do the decisions of government bodies where their
parents live," said Valerie
Sulfaro, associate professor of
political science.
Four candidates are vying
for two seats in the City
Council election May 7. Deb
Stevens and Cheryl Talley,
both )MU professors, also
are running for the seats held
by incumbents Democrat
Larry M. Rogers and
Republican Hugh J. Lantz.
Rogers and Lantz each grad-

uated from JMU.
Robert N. Roberts, professor of political science, said, "I
have always encouraged my
students to vote in any election they have the opportunity
to vote for. It is very important
for college students to take
seriously their obligation to be
active members of the communities they live in. Far too
many young people are not
interested in politic

City

Council
Elections

W!6
Sulfaro said, "I believe that
JMU students not only have a
nght to vote in Harrisonburg,
but a responsibility to do so.
This is where they spend most
of the year, when' they pay rent,
when- they work, and when?

they pay the bulk of their taxes
- property and sales."
Rogers brought the issue of
students getting involved in
the election to the forefront
when he accused Stevens and
Talley of using their "power"
as professors to "unethically"
register students to vote. "It
saddened me to see that these
are the type of people representing JMU on the large community basis," he said,
according k the April 4 issue
of TJir Breeze.
Stevens and Talley both
refuted the allegations, saying
they spend their class time
teaching, not campaigning,
and there's nothing wrong
with students voting.
Lantz said, "If one of my
professors asked me to sign a
registration form. I'd feel like I
was in an awkward situation ...
If they did that, it's extremely
unethical." according to the
April 4 issue of The Breeze.
Roberts said he'd "heard a
lot of complaints around
see PROFESSORS, page 5

assistant sports editor
Finally, the monkey — or in
this case, turtk'—is off lacrosse
coach Jennifer Ulehla's back.
The No. 18 Dukes pulled a
stunning 11-10 upset over No. 9
University
of
Maryland
Saturday, ending its 28-game
losing streak to the Terrapins,
as well
Ulehla's per- Saturday
sonal eight- Maryland
game losing
10
skid as.lio.uh
against
her JMU
alma mater.
11
Junior midfielder Lisa
Staedt and sophomoiv midfielder Gail Decker scored three
goals each for JMU.
"I've waited a long time —
eight years to be exact,"
Llehla said. ,'This win is not
only huge tor our team now,
but I think about all of the
alumni who never got a
chance to win against
Maryland, and about what it
takes to become a nationally
ranked contender, and I'm
very proud."
The Dukes (7-6) won the
game by shutting down the
Terrapins' (6-5) offensive
attack in the second half,
holding Maryland to just two
goals following lialftime after
allowing eight in the first half.
"initially they (Maryland)
were positioning the ball very
sec SHELL-SHOCKED, page 18

Alzheimer's victims
get helping hand
BY REBEKAH PORTER

contributing writer
In cooperation with the
Area
Alzheimer's
Association. JMU is helping to
alleviate some of the overwhelming burdens faced by
family members caring for
Alzheimer's disease sufferers.

-66
By partnering with
JMU, we're able to
fulfill a real need...
— Karen Rose
CCN coordinator and director of the
Area Alzheimer's Association

99
The
program,
the
Caregivers
Community
Network, was made possible largely by a $85,000
grant from the Virginia
Department on Aging.
"The program has been

wildly successful," said Karen
Rose, CCN coordinator and
director
of
the
Area
Alzheimer's Association. "By
partnering with JMU, we're
able to fulfill a real need that
previously we didn't have the
resources to meet."
CCN trains JMU students and community volunteers to provide in-home
respite
companion-care
services and other resources
for local families coping
with Alzheimer's disease
Currently 30 JMU students and 10 community volunteers have completed the
two-hour training.
Thev have begun providing services to caregivers in Harrisonburg City,
Rockingham, Shenandoah
and Page counties
Fees for the care vary based
on a sliding scale that takes
into account income and need.
The Area Alzheimer's
Association also is able to provide scholarships for families
siv JMV. page 5
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
information, contact Amy at aklrains@aol.com

MONDAY, APRIL 8
• Mark Warner, vice president of Student .ilt.nr-. is speaking
on Ethics in the University. 7 p.m. in the Mu-n.indojh Room of
Chandler Hall, free admission and a passport event.

NEWS

• Madison Society's general meetings, 8 p.m., Taylor 400
Greek Week

WENDNESAY, APRIL 10

OPINION

• Baseball vs. University of Richmond. 3 p.m.
9

• Holocaust survivor Martin Weiss tells of the horrors of Nazi
Germany. A wcllncss passport event co-sponsored by )MU
Hillel and UPB, 7 p.m. in the Wilson Hall auditorium.
• Psychology Peer Advising Symposium "Applying to
Graduate School" 7:30 p.m. in Taylor 404, contact the Peer
Advising Office in Johnston 113 or at 568-6214
• College Republicans meeting, R p.m., Taylor 402, for
more information visit www.imu.tdu/orgslrqiubUcans

• EQUAL meeting. 6 to 7 p.m., Taylor 309

JAC cards soon to take over
campus

• Join the ski club at JMU. Meetings are the first and third
Wednesdays of the month, 7 p.m. in the Airport Lounge of
Warren Hall, for more information, e-mail ;musiirliiM$fKtmail.com

Speedy budget meeting revives faith
in student government
7

• CARE weekly meetings, 7 p.m., Taylor 305, for more information, contact Erin Strine at strincem

TUESDAY, APRIL 9

• EARTH meeting, 7 to 8 p.m.. Keezell G-l

• Baseball vs. Radford University, 3 p.m.
• Come join Circle K! Have fun and help your community.
Circle K meets ever)1 Tuesday at 6 p.m., Taylor 305. For more

POLICE LOG
BY KIMBERLY MCKENZII

police log reporter
Brian J McCue, 20, of Nokesville
was charged with possession of
manjuana and possession of an ID
card thai was not his in Wayland
Hall April 2.
In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Grand Larceny
• Three textbooks were removed from
the staff office of Burruss Hall April 3
between 9 15 and 10:45 a.m.
• Seven algebra and calculus textbooks and six geometry books reportedly were taken from a Burruss Hall
office between April 2 at noon and
April 4 at 9 a.m.
• A JMU student reported 40 CDs
missing from their vehicle while they
were parked at Greek Row April 4
between 5:40 and 6 p.m.

Petty Larceny
• A JMU student was judicially
referred for theft of a gray metal post
with yellow and black striping from
Fredenckson Hall Apnl 2 at 10:18 p.m.
• Three textbooks reportedly were
missing from the staff office of the
College of Business April 3 between
11 a.m. and noon.
• A JMU student reported a CD walkman was stolen from a vehicle on
Greek Row April 4 between 530 and
7:30 p.m
• A JMU student reported larceny of
clothes from a dryer in White Hall Apnl
4 between 10 and 11 p.m.
Trespassing
• Non-student William D Lake. 21, of
Stephens City received charges of
trespassing at the Convocation Center
March 22 at 6:53 p.m.
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"The goal of Greek Week is
to unite the Greek community
through community service,
character and leadership."

■ Celebracion Latina
Dinner and concert celebrate Latin-American
culture while raising
money for worthy cause.

ANDREA INNKS

sophomore

See MW>

Greek Week brings unity, philanthropy
Fraternities, sororities celebrate leadership, character, service

Greek
Week
2TO21
Monday 4/8
Pin Attire Day
Penny Wars/ Food Drive/ Voting for Mr. & Mrs. Greek held
on commons 1 1 a.m.-2 p.m.
Crest drawing on Greek Row 1- 5 p.m.
Movie Night at Grafton - Stovall - "PCU" 7:30p.m.

Tuesday 4/9
Greek Letters Day
-Penny Wars/ Food Drive/ Voting for Mr. & Mrs. Greek held
on commons 1 1 a.m.- 2 p.m.
-Sorority Night of Service - 3-5 p.m. Harrisonburg Boys & Girls Club

Wednesday 4/10
-Penny Wars/ Food Drive/ Voting for Mr. & Mrs. Greek held
on commons 1 1 a.m.-2 p.m.
-Blood Drive-PC Ballroom 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
-Fraternity Night of Service - 3-5 p.m. Harrisonburg Boys & Oirls Club

Thursday 4/11
-Penny Wars/ Food Drive held on commons 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
-Greelc Sing in Godwin Hall 6 p.m.

Friday 4/12
-Greek Carnival on Godwin Field 3-5 p.m.
-Greek Games 4-5 p.m.
-Greek BBQ & Band (Georgia Avenue) at 5 p.m.

BY KYRA PAPAFIL

news editor
Greek Week, the week-long
program that aims to show the
united front of JMU's Greek
system and to raise money and
food for local Harrisonburg
charities, starts today.
"The goal of Greek Week
is to unite the Greek community through community
service, character and leadership."according to Greek
Week publicity chair sophomore Andrea Innes.
A major focus of Greek
Week is to donate food,
money and time to local causes, while bringing together
the
Greek
community,
according to Innes.
Tonight at Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, the movie "PCU"
will be shown at 7:30 p.m.
Admission is one canned
good to be donated to a local
food bank.
Throughout the week, collection boxes will be available
at all chapter houses and
events for any individuals
who wish to make non-perishable food or toiletry donations, according to the Greek
Week booklet.
Creek Week booklets can be
obtainted from the Office of
Fraternity and Sorority I lfe in
Taylor Hall or at the OFSL Web
site (wwwjmu.atu/ucenlerfsos/fsl).

CINDY TINKER/junior anist

Innes said all tho food

drive proceeds will benefit
Valley Mission.
Penny wars, where fraternities and sororities
donate money to their chapter's jars, will be held on the
commons daily.
According to Innes, "All
the money raised will be
divided
between
the
Pentagon Fund, which provides financial relief for the
families effected by Sept. 11,
and a local Girl Scout troop
which hopes to build a
boundless playground at
Purcell Park for blind and
handicapped children."
Sorority and fraternity
members will visit the
Harrisonburg Boys & Girls
Club
on
Tuesday
and
Wednesday afternoons, where
there will be carnival booths for
children to get their faces painted and participate in carnival
games said Greek Week community service chairman Stacey
Abraham, a senior.
Pi Kappa Phi member
sophomore Borna Azabdaftari
said, "I enjoy volunteering at
the Boys & Girls Club because
I love the kids."
From II a.m. to 4 p.m.
Wednesday any individual
in the JMU community can
stop by the PC Ballroom to
donate
blood
to
the
American Red Cross.
(>i Thursdav evening the

Godwin Hall Gym lights will
dim as each fraternity and
sorority chapter has the option
of competing against one
another in song and dance.
hoping to win Greek Sing.
Zeta Beta Tau member
sophomore Mike Semler
said, "Creek Sing is my
favorite part of the week
because it's where all the
brothers come together and
work on a crazy dance."
Zeta Tau Alpha member
junior Courtney Sullivan
said, "I always love Greek
Sing. We work so hard to
prepare for it, and it's
always such a big fun event
where everyone comes out,
and everyone has so much
spirit and pride in, their
organization."
Greek Week culminates
Friday with the Greek
Carnival on Godwin Field at
3 p.m., which includes, the
Greek Games from 4 to 5
p.m.. the Greek BBQ and live
entertainment by Georgia
Avenue at 5 p.m.
Approximately 1,800 out
of [MU's 14,069 students are
members of fraternities and
sororities, according to the
OFSL Advisor Carrie Peak
"We want to show the |MU
and Harrisonburg communities that we arc united for a
greater cause and are more
than just partiers," Innes said.

Celebracion Latina
The Shcnandoah Room filled
with supporters Saturday to celebrate the Latin-American culture while raising money for
charitable organizations. The
event was co-sponsored by
Hernandad de Sigma lota Alpha,
Latino Student Alliance and
Peer Mentors. Proceeds were
divided equally between Migrant
Education In Harrisonburg. and
Cahsee. a Northern Virginia-area
based organization that helps
Latin-American families with
mentally or physically handicapped members. The dinner
was followed by the band Kareo
performing salsa and merengue
music in the PC Ballroom (left).
Supporters dance to the sounds
of Kareo (right).
PHOTOS BY MATT<'ARASELLA/m«re*w«'«P'i«

Cincinnati to settle racial-profiling suit
BY TONY PUGH

Knight-Rultler Newspapers
Nearly a year after the fatal
Colice shooting of an unarmed
lack man set ofl several nights
of riots, Cincinnati's leaders
Wednesday reached tentatue
agreement
on
sweeping
changes in the police depart
ment and settlement of I M 1*1
profiling lawsuit.
The 60 page agreement,
which capped marathon MM
between police, city leaders,
community groups and the U.S.
Justice Department, could pro
vide a model for other cities
under acute racial stress.
But it won't end a boycott
of Cincinnati's downtown
hotels, restaurants and entertainment venues by local black
organizations.
If approved as written, the
pact would restrict the UN pi
police dogs and chemical irri
tants, improve the investigation of citizen complaints,
enhance police interaction
with community groups and
set clear guidelines to govern
the use of force on euapM Is
"This will be the most comprehensive police community
agreement in the country.
When fully implemented it
will change the way policing
occurs in Cincinnati," said
Scott Greenwood, general
counsel for the Ohio American
Civil Liberties Union which
filed the profiling lawsuit
"This is a historic moment
for Cincinnati." Cincinnati
Mayor Charlie Lukatl Mid I
strongly believe both agree-

ments will significantly reduce
crime and improve policecommunity relation.
The Rev. Damon Lynch III, a
black minister who helped
negotiate the agreement, called
it ,i monumental first step"
toward racial hwHng,
But Lynch, one of the boycott's organizers, said that
because fhManlath •■ .lgnvment
fails to address pressing economic needs for blacks, "the
boycott will go on even when
this agreement is signed, sealed
and delivered."
Julie Harrison divert, a
spokesman for the Greater
( im-inn.ih Convention and
Visitors Bureau, which has been
courting tourism in spite of the
boycott called Lynch's comments
"extremely disappointing "
"It's interesting that the
ones who are so quick to criticize the city for not changing
are the first to look the other
way when progress is being
made." she said.
The boycott gained momentum in recent months when
entertainers such as Bill Cosby.
Whoopi Goldberg, Smokey
Rcttneon and Wyntan Manalai
canceled performances
A national black religious
group also canceled a 10.000member convention that would
have generated more than $8
million for the local economy.
I .isi week, local religious
groups marched through the
riot torn Over the Rhine neigh
bnrhood urging racial harmony
But local r.idu> call-in shows
still crackled with emotional
tirades fmm white and Mat k lis

teners with strong opinions.
"The rhetoric has been fierce
and fever pitched," Luken said.
Luken and others say the
boycotters tarnish the city's
image and ignore efforts to
improve race relations.
Luken said he wouldn't
negotiate with the protesters
because their leadership is scattered among three groups and
some of their demands were
unreasonable and unclear.
Among them, Luken cites a
demand
that
"economic
apartheid," be eliminated in
Cincinnati. The Rev. Lynch
said the phrase refers to the
need to invest more n.oney
in black communities.
Boycott organizers also want
amnesty for people arrested in
the 2001 riots and the resignation
or firing of Cincinnati Police
Chief Tom Stretcher.
Streicher did not return
phone calls A police spokeswoman said the department
likely would not comment
on Wednesday's agreement
until the City Council votes
on it Friday.
A recent census tract study
by
researchers
at State
University of New York-Albany,
found that Cincinnati is the
nation's seventh most segregated city for whites and blacks
Other highly segregated dMaa
also suffer troubled policing.
Even among Cincinnati's
blacks, support for the boycott
has been mixed. Alicia Reece,
the city's vice mayor, opposes it.
So does recently retired US
Circuit Court of Appeals Judge
Nathaniel Jones, a long-time civil

rights activist who defended
black boycotters m Mississippi in
the l%0s as a former general
counsel for the NAACP
"A boycott should be the strategy of last resort, not the first,"
said Jones, who sent Bill Cosby a
letter urging him not lo cancel his
Cincinnati performance
Cincinnati's riots began
April 7 when Timothy Thomas,
19, was shot and killed while
running from police.
Thomas, who was wanted
on numerous misdemeanor
ehanai, was unarmed. He wee
the 13th black man to die in a
confrontation with Cincinnati
police since 1995.
The riots lent power to the
ACLU's racial profiling suit
against the citv and its police
department, tiled necks before
Thomas was shot
Pressed by a federal judge,
the ACLU attorneys recognized
that some of their issues were the
same ones raised by the liMi.'
Department and the groups
began joint talks with the city,
police and black leaders.
They agreed to include new
police guidelines in the let*ment of the pmfilii^ aw -"it
The new agreement calls lor
a monitor to enforce the
changes. A federal IMgieMIe
will work to resolve disputeover the agreement, and a federal judge will have Una! oversight over disputes that cannot
be resolved otherwise.
The agreement must now be
approved by black community
organizations, the Fraternal
Order of Police, the City
Council and the ACLU.

JOHN SOMMI Ks il KM I ii»ir<<

Demonstrators calling for racial harmony march through a
Clnclnattl. Ohio neighborhood March 29 where riots errupted
last year after police fatally shot an unarmed black man.
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Gospel singers celebrate 30th anniversary

IANF WHVGHjitntor photographer

Member* of the Contemrary Gospel Choir brought the house down yesterday afternoon In Wilson
Hall. The Gospel Extravaganza wrapped up a weekand-long celebration of their 30th anniversary.
(itiSi'EL.frompaoe 1

music building, often adding
new gospel selections to its
repertoire of songs
According to Hill, in addition to the various performance opportunities during
the school year, they have
three permanent annual campus
concerts:
Parent's
Weekend, Homecoming and a
yearly anniversary banquet
Hill said that for the first
time this year CGS had three
new successful events; a "hallelujah party," a money management seminar and "Tulogy
for the Martyred Children,"
which commemorated children
who died during the Civil
Rights Movement.
According to Hill, in the
early "90s CGS placed fourth in
the national Baptist Student
Union retreat in Houston, Texas,
having the second most choir
members. "CGS used to have
over 120 members,'' Hill said.
"It was standing room only,
in their practices," senior
Rhaucheec.i Puller said.
The group has fluctuated in
numbers through the yean
Currently, CGS touts a solid
base of 22 core members,
according to Shawn Wright,
who coordinates the touring.
"But we have grown stronger
as far as our spiritualitv in
Christ," Hill said. "CGS is' into

choir members came together for
three days packed full of events.
"After this weekend, we will
never be the same," said sophomore Shawn Wright, assistant
director. "What a powerful
weekend it was. And it only
gets better."

Pounded bl 1972 by 13 JMU
students with the intent of sharing the gospel of Christ Jesus
through song, CGS has performed in various Baptist student union retreats in Georgia,
Texas and Kentucky, according
lo junior Ashia Hill who organized the anniversary weekend.
"It was founded on strong
Christian principles," freshman
Wanda Wright said.
Sophomore Niketa Savage
snul. "There's a family bond. CGS
is my home away from home."
According to Hill, CGS's
mission is "to convict and cause
people to make life changes.
"There's a lot of people on this
campus that need to be saved."
Hill said that while the
30th anniversary weekend
offers an opportunity to celebrate the group's achievements, as with CGS's overall
mission, the weekend's common goal was the hope that
someone would get saved.
CGS practices weekly in the

y^fCrlCH

Craft

spiritual growth, not performance. Instead of quantity
we're interested in quality."
According to Fuller, "People
are reaching to know God more,
and experiencing him."
The weekend began Friday
night with Jesus Jam, an evening
of singing, dancing, worshiping
and all-around partying.
Around 50 attendees gathered in Converse Hall.
First CGS performed songs,
then the whole group played
games and concluded the night
by dancing, praying and worshiping non stop until 2 a.m.
"We got high off the spirit
and drunk off the holy ghost,"
Shawn Wright said. "The Jesus
Jam was created for the purpose
of showing
others
that
Christians can get together and
have fun too."
Shawn Wright said, "We
sang gospel songs, played
games, danced to Christian
music in a very diverse environment, with all different cultures
represented."
She said, "The Jesus Jam was
also open to non-Christians in
hopes to share the gospel of
Jesus Christ in a loving form."
Sophomore Justin Robinson
said the Jesus Jam was "a time
when Christians can get together
and fellowship in a joyful manner, especially for those who

Free brake inspection with this ad

Import
Car Repair

296 E Washington St
Harrisonburg, VA 22802
(540)433-2102

want an alternative to the parties
that don't glorify God's name."
Shawn Wright said, "It
showed that Christians can
party without drinking and
without drugs and just have
fun fellowship."
Robinson said, "We love to
praise the Lord because in
times of going through school,
facing tests and exams, he
always seems to bring us
through. And it's the least we
can do, to praise his name."
Saturday night CGS held a
formal banquet at Shenandoah
Grille with current members,
families and alumni.
The new Executive Council
officers were announced and
various choir members performed individual selections,
while celebrating CGS's 30
years of ministry.
"It was a blessed atmosphere
with lots of food, fun and fellowship," Savage said.
Following the banquet, the
group gathered again in
Converse Hall until 4 a.m. to
sing, dance, play pool and
worship God.
Even though they'd stayed
up most the night, just a few
hours later CGS members got
up at 11 a.m. Sunday for their
University Sunday church
meeting in Taylor 202.
More than 100 people were in
attendance for the vibrant service.
Elder Gary Foreman from
Abundant Life Ministries in
Mechanicsville preached, and
he brought his praise team and
praise dancers to help lead the
congregation in worship.
"He preached a dynamic sermon and the praise team sang
under the anointing (of God's
spirit)," Hill said.
Then CGS concluded the
weekend anniversary celebration with their Gospel
Extravaganza Sunday
Preachers challenged the
audience in their relationships with God, and eight
different groups, plus CGS,
performed musical selections
to a packed, animated house
in Wilson Hall.
First, CGS - decked-out in
their bright purple and gold
robes - led the enthusiastic
crowd in their processional
song "Anyway You Bless

Me," as the audience sang
along with every word, clapping and dancing.
For the offering selections,
directors Tinsley and Shawn
Wright directed the choir in
"Perfect Praise" and "How
Much We Can Bear."
In addition to the choir performances. Pastor Payne and
"the Rev. and Mrs. James
Wright (from CharloHesville) all
brought words of wisdom to the
attendees" when they spoke
during the event. Hill said.
Each of the eight choirs performed two pieces, with the
exceptions of CGS, the 80-member choir UVa.'s Black Voices
and the 35-member Gospel
Tabernacle Baptist Church
Youth and Young Adult Choir
from Baltimore, which each performed three songs.
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What a powerful
weekend it was. And it
only gets better.
— Shawn Wright
Conlemporar; Gospel Singers
assislanl director

?*Also taking the stage were
Eastern Mennonite University's
Gospel Choir, Oak Grove
Baptist Church's choir, the
Northeast Community Choir
and
St.
James
Baptist
Church's choir from Virginia
Beach. "All the choirs were
dynamic," Hill said.
At 6 p.m. all nine groups
came together on stage to sing
the "unity selection" entitled
"I'm Determined."
The grand finale kept the
crowd on its feet as the weekend was concluded with one
final showing of determined
unity in the body of Christ,
according to Hill.
"The Lord was there," Fuller
said, who described the auditorium as "a crowd of people
expecting something from
God." Hill said, "It was a powerful experience."
While many members of the
JMU community may just know

of CGS solely as a singing group
that performs at big functions,
like Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
and Christmas events, they
don't want to be viewed as a
performance group, rather a
ministry, according to Fuller.
"We want everybody on campus to know it's a ministry, not
just an organization," she said.
The anniversary weekend
gave members a chance to
reflect on the group's accomplishments, its future and where
CGS has taken the students
individually.
For Wanda Wright, CGS
has provided her an opportunity to meet fellow believers
and be awed by the group's
passion for God.
"Coming into choir and
seeing people praise the same
God I praise is awesome,".she
said. "It's a big large group
that's not afraid to praise the
Lord. It's off the hook just to
see that large group of men
and women of God."
Fuller said, "People's lives
have changed. It's just amazing
to see how God has worked.
He's healed sicknesses, delivered people from situations and
fought spiritual battles."
Savage takes pride in the
group and its up-standing
character. "I'm proud to be a
part of something that's so
positive, especially among
minorities," she said. "I look
forward to rehearsal every
week so I can see my brothers
and sisters and have a good
time of fellowship."
Many members say they
hold high expectations for the
future of CGS. Shawn Wright
said he foresees the choir
recording a CD.
For Hill, the brightest
future would be the group
enabling others to lead satisfying walks with God.
"We want people to experience Christ just like we have,"
she said. "I don't know what I
would do without Jesus in my
life. I know that I can depend
on Christ. I couldn't have the joy
that I have if I didn't have Christ
in my life."
Sophomore David Peoples
said, "I can only imagine what
God has in store for the next 30
years of CGS."

I It's now a Breeze to place a classified ad.

Oil + Filter change
Check all fluid levels
and tire pressure $19.95

Use your credit card!

www. wrenchcraft.com

Dean George - Owner
JMU Graduate
Over 50 years experience on Japanese Cars
Mitsubishi »Geo ♦Acura »Subaru •Honda 'Nissan ♦ Toyota 'Others

Phone: 568-6127.
Fax: 568-568-6736.
E-mail: the_breeze@jmu.edu.
JMU Hillel and University Program Board Present

It you've ever wondered about the claims
of Christianity but couldn't find a place to
get a straight answer . . .
Come to Mplu. We don't have an angle.
Alpha is an investigative course on the busies of
Christianity. Il begins April 10*and runs through
June 19*each Wednesdav in the group meeting
room ofRanwda Inn on South Main St. at 6:30
pin. free dinner is prov ided. There is no cost.
Bring a friend and some good questions.

Martin Weiss
<
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REMEMBRANCE
DAY

Holocaust Survivor
Monday, April 8, 700pm
Wilson Hall Auditorium
**Wellness Passport Event**

Come hear this man's amazing story of survival through the concentration
camps of Auschwitz and Mauthausen.
Join us in keeping the memory of 6 million alive...
^if^GPB I
Visit wwwupbxjrK. wwwjmu.edu/orRs/hillelcounsel. or call 568-6217 for more information
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TOMORROW
7:00 P.M.

(Ceremony will begin promptly at 7:30 p.m.)

PHILLIPS HALL BALLROOM
Semi-formal/Formal Attire Requested
Light Refreshments will be served
A night dedicated to celebrating outstanding minority student
and faculty leaders in the JMU community

Sponsored by:
I he JMU Chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
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Professors, officials offer reasons to vote

nOFBS80MS,fnm page 1

Urn n" of professors urginR stu
dents to register ind vote "I
believi ttrongly thai students
should register to vote. Wc
should not look BUBptdomiy at
Itudcnli voting."
Sult.iro said. "Given th.it
JMU students niinu-rk.illy conshhitt'.ipproMm.itely 50 percent
of the tot.il population of
H.irrisonburg, and more than
half of the adult population, it is
unconscionable that any democt.itK'.illy elected body would
feel it appropriate to ignore
their views
I believe B political ofhYi.il who hat no desire to
be responsive to the needs of the
majority in the community is in
the wrong line of work in 'a
democratic BOdCtV ... I have no
sympathy for elected offidfli
who fear student voting power.
If you alienate the largest voting
bloc in town, you don't deserve
to be re elected."
Although the student body
could compose a Significant
voting bloc in city elections,
Roberts said he's never seen
that occur. "Students have
never been a significant factor" in the election, Roberts
said. "They've never been a
Significant margin in any race I
can remember."
Along the same lines,
Roberts said the latest lUsjgB

Nona related to the tnvoh t
ment of JMU students in the
election may actually boost
voting. "Where students take
in interest in the election is
when a candidate says something anti-student," he said.

adding, "It's just sad it's gotten
like this, and it's |ust sad that
students have gotten caught in
the middle of this."
Roberts said the low student voter turnout "may
change this time, because of all
the controversy surrounding
[the election)."

6 6Sludenls have never
been a significant
factor {in the election].
- Robert N. Roberts
profe «of. political science
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Last Wednesday night the
four candidates attended a
candidate forum sponsored
by the Student Government
Association. The contenders
debated issues, discussed
their platforms and answered
questions about their elected
role on behalf of students.
The event also served as a
registration drive, in which
many students registered to
vote in Harrisonburg for the
council election.
Sophomore Andrea Fischetti,
a member of the SGA, said she
registered to vote at the forum.
"I got registered to vote there.

so I could vote for the City
Council members," she said.
According
to
Fischetti,
about half the attendees registered and filled out absentee
ballots. "I probably wouldn't
have voted if I hadn't had this
opportunity to hear them
speak," she said.
Both Fischetti and sophomore jenny Brockwell, who also
helped organize the event for
the SGA, said the four candidates postured themselves to
appeal to JMU students, talking
about their involvement at
JMU. "Lintz and Rogers both
were wearing JMU apparel,''
Fischetti said. According to
Brockwell, 'They both had on
JMU jackets and a hat. And
Larry Rogers was wearing his
alumni shirt."
Although many students
may consider themselves residents of their hometowns,
Sulfaroand Roberts pointed out
that JMU students already are
considered
residents
of
I larrisonburg, even if their
voter registration is for their
hometown.
"Since they're
counted in the census numbers,
they're residents," Roberts said.
According
to
Sulfaro,
"JMU students are considered
residents of Marrisonburg for
the purposes of the United
States Census, which determines allocation of federal
funding and congression.il
representation. Students pay
rent — and, thus, property
laxta — in Harrisonburg.
They live here for between
nine and 12 months of the

year. To claim that they should
be excluded from local politics
because they don't reside hea*
is simply false."
While some may assume
that City Council meetings and
actions don't involve JMU students, Kevin Cloonan, assistant
prntessor of political science,
disagrees.
Cloonan,
a
Harrisonburg resident, said,
"There's all kinds of things that
affect the students. Anybody
living in the city gets affected by
the way the City Council votes."
I le mentioned sales tax changBS
and "services provided in the
city" as two examples.
Roberts said City Council
•CtiOM "always affect students." He listed traffic and
housing patterns as examples.
"The 15,000 students at this
university contribute a tremen
dous amount to this area's
economy,"
Roberts
said.
"Without those 15,000students,
the economy would be in very
bad shape. The students should
be appreciated
Sulfaro agreed, saying,
"I'm always surprised that
long-term
residents
of
Harrisonburg do not appreciate the contributions that JMU
students make to their community. They pay the same
property and sale-. tftXM as
everyone else, but they are
much less of a drain on local
resources in that they don't
send their children to public
schools, utih/e local hospitals
less than other residents, etc.
In effect the students underwrite a large part of the

schools, roads, parks and
other public resources for I ho
rest of the community.
According to Sulfaro, the
I larrisonburg
community
Satms to appreciate JMU students' purchasing contrihu
tions, "yet, when election time
rolls around, [students] are told
that they don't belong here and
their votes are not wanted," she
said. "The message that the city
of I larrisonburg sends them is
'give us your money and shut
the lie]I up.'"
SuUafO SSid that while students
may
greatly
help
Harrisonburg financially, they
■ISO may agree with the community's
basic
values.
"Contrary to the myth that
seems to pervade local public
opinion in Harrisonburg, I
believe that the JMU community shares the same basic interests
as
the
rest
of
Harrisonburg," Sulfaro ssld.
"Our faculty, staff and students
want to live in a community
that is safe, we value economic
revitalization in our downtown,
we frequent the area's parks
and so on."
According
to
( jty
Ragtetrar Emily Long, today
is the last day to register to
vote in Harrisonburg in time
for the City Council election.
Long
said
the
City
Registrar's office is open
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. today.
The office is located in the
downtown municipal building. 345 South Main St. Long
said i' takes "|ust a few minutes" to register to vote.

"It's very easy (to register),''
Roberts said. "You simply go
downtown and tell them you're
a resident, show them your ID
and you register. It's just a good
idea, and people should not be
afraid of it."
Sulfaro said, "I hope concerned students will ... register to vote |today]. They have
an important role to play in
creating better government
for everyone."
Even though the City
Council election occurs after
final exams and many students
will
have
already
left
I larrisonburg for the summer.
Long said students can fill out
an absentee ballot in her office
any time before May 4.

City
Council
Election
May 7
Monday April 8
is final deadline lo
register to vote in
Harrisonburg
City Klflfliu'l Offlc*
offlc* opaa S tt.it. to 3 p."-,
in downtown Municipal building
«5 South Main StrMt
can fill out atncniee
MHoi In office anytime before May 4

CINDY TINKER* MNM iiiUM

Programs abroad JMU students give Alzheimer's
attract students caregivers much-needed help, relief

rMOOKAMS.fium ptge I

lifetime." Greene said. ''It KM
the must enjoyable semester of
all my ye.irs here .it JMU."
Programs
not
offered
through JMU, such .is Mii.iu-. in
J.ipjn or Isr.iel, ,ire offered
through other
untvanltiaB,
national study-abroad organizations, or direct enrollment with
the
foreign
university.
According to Ciccone, these programs are increasing in popularn> OH' helps with non-JMU
programs as well. Students
interested in the non JMU programs can still go through
IMU'sOII'fnr FlgUtiatkffl information. Additionally, students
from other schools can take
JMU's OH* classes.
Ciccone said there are about
107 students studying abroad
lln- wrmtu through JMU's
program.s.C icconesaid students
dtOOM to go through "our own

JMU, from ptH /

structured and has a great reputation. We work as a team."
Junior Pat Diaz plans to
study in Salamanca. Spain this
summer. "I'm going there to
leam the Spanish language and
Increase my knowledge of the
culture," he said. "I also think
it'll be a great experience."
The two application deadlines are November 15 for the
spring and summer sessions
and February I for the fall
semester, although Cidcone recommends applying as soon as
possible, about a year in
advance because the sessions

in need of financial assistance,
Other services offered by
CCN include a free telephone
information and support hotline, electronic information
and support, as well as educational and support programs
for local caregivers.
"The people who need us,
need us incredibly much," said
CCN co-director Merle Mast,
associate professor and head of
the JMU department of nursing. "The people who use us
have enormous need."
According to the Area
Alzheimer's Association there
are over 3,000 known sufferers
of Alzheimer's disease in the
area served by CCN.
The program currently is
serving 20 clients, according to
Marilyn Wakeh'eld, co-director
of the program and assistant
professor of social work.
She said many of these care

fill up quickly.
Applications are located in
I linen's! I .ist located next to the
Ilillcrest House, by Carrier
I ihrary
or
by
visiting
www.imu.vilu/mlernaliomii The
Web site also includes links to
programs not offered directly
through JMU's OIP

program! became it's very

givers are at the dtflpsntfon
level and are in serious need of
the assistance.

The grant money lor CCN
came after a |MU generated
study of 39 area caregivers
conducted three years ago.
Mast said.
The study showed the serious need to provide family
Caregivers respite from the
overwhelming burden of ..ir
Ing for homebound elders,
"What caregivers need is a
break." Rose said.
Since
its creation in
September, CCN has gen.rit
ed a lot of interest among
JMU students. Mast said.
Many of the student volunteers are in the nursing and
social work programs, but
there also has been interest
from students in seemingly
unrelated majors.
"We have students from
SMAD and 3COM who are
helping us with our publicity,"
Mast Mid. "I .wrvone is helping
in wonderful, creative ways."

-44What caregivers need
is a break.
— Karen Ros«
CCN coordinator jnd director ol the
Area Alzheimer's Association

CCN volunteers aid caregivers by taking care of
patients in the home for up to
three hours, running errands
such as picking up prtacrlptions
and
transporting
Alzheimer's sulferers to doctor's
appointments
and
church services.

Mast said CCN would like
to have more student volunteers for this summer. "It
doesn't have to be connected
with a course," Mast said,
"and the training is on-going
.is tu-eded."
According to Mast, CCN
currently is looking Into
sources of fund raising so that
they can continue the program after the grant money
runs out. "We're really hoping that we can have people
donate scholarships," Mast
said.
"We're
hoping
to
involve area churches."
According to Wakefield,
they also are seeking a
$25,000 grant for a Qualitative study looking at the barriers for caregivers preventing them from accessing
CCN's services.
Students interested in getting
involved with CCN can contact
Rose sd msi*?H or x8-6454.

Rapid change in weather, other factors affect health
HAM), from page!

weather '
Dana Ensley, coordinator of
fitness programs and nutrition
at UREC agrees with Smith
Ensley said the sick population
likely is related to the coming
allergy aaaaoil rather than the
In' insistent weather Apart
from the allergy season, people
start to break down due to
tatigue from crunch time,
l nafaj laid
Junior Mathew
Boyer,

-44... this rapid change of
weather breeds
sickness.
-MarkDeNoble
TSC professor
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who was sick a few weeks
ago,
also
supports
this
hypothesis. Boyer said, "I
think I was getting stressed
out over school work, and
that led to my sickness."
In either case, according to
Mark DcNoble, professor of
technical and scientific communication, attendance in his
classes has been dropping
recently. "On the hot days.
sometimes I feel students are
just skipping to be outsi.l,
DeNoblc said. "But on the

A!

CaribbeacrTan

other hand, this rapid change
of weather breeds sickness."
Both DeNoble and llullon
agree that when students are
sick, most pmfessors .ire under■tandiM and prefer for them to
stay at home and rest
llullon urges ill people to
get treatment ( Nhtf than that,
"it is the obvioui things that
you learned in kindergarten
jsuch as| rest. stay|ing| hydrated and cover|ing| vow mouth
when you cough |so as not to
spread germs|."

With the apparent increase
of sick students, some students
may worry that they will be
more easily infected. "Students
can increase their resistance to
illness by some of the most simplest behaviors, such as good
hand washing, the avoidance of
drinking after one another,
good nutrition, rest and ever
cise," Smith said.
Additionally,
Ensley
emphasizes the importance
of time
management in
avoiding sickness. Staying on

SKYDIVE!
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

Freefall almost a minute
from the area's largest and

_
Ap ^ft
* fc<fQ<» VA

safest skydiving aircraft from
2 1/2 miles high on your

,^>V\
-, ■

first skydive
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t.i-k and not procrastinating
will allow students to get
more sleep and therefore stay
healthier. Ensley said.
Although this may be difficult, many students recognize
the correlation between good
time-management skills and
Maying healthy. "It is sometimes tricky lo manage my
time between work and class,
set when I correctly map out
my time and get more sleep, I
feel much more energized,"
senior Kathryn Mailloux said.

.

(540)943-6587
(540) 943-6587

* '

B

'-

,

JMU

CZ.

studenl discounts

* ltm\ niWC CVV
1 (877) DIVE SKY
348-3759

„

complete information is on www.skydiveorange.com

i Month Unlimited $35
10 Sessions for $25
Purchase available beginning April 1st, 2002
Gift Certificates Available
Open Late

The Largest Tanning salon in Harrisonburg

Yo*r atf H«r«

Ixicated in the Food I.ion Shopping Center
next to Little Caesar's Pizza

433 - 9989

Br««z« M*r$Tntf
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Area's largest Skateboard
and inline selection!!

Skate gear
Shoes
Clothes
Best prices around...

BASEBALL
Area's only
Dealer!
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Both games
at 3 p.m.

OPEN 10-7 M-F
SAT 10-6

SKI & SKATE
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(really want to chang

.., major and not graduate a
year behind my class. There's got

^

. lo be a way to earn some extra
hours this summer!'

I.
O

I I

U
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Mason Summer Term
Earn credit while you "re home for the summer.
George Mason offers more than 700 courses
in three sessions.
Session A May 20-June 25
Session B May 28 July 23
K\
Session C July 1 August 6
k'.v
Also, look for our current events seminars
and special topics courses on community and
world affairs.
For more information contact us at (703) 9932343. by e-mail summer@gmu.edu or visit
us on the web at http:/ summer.gmu.edu

Tjust got s

eat summer internshi
internship

< ete
r77tMA

m

__ier in Washington, DC.
[But I need two courses to stay
on track to graduate

What should I do.'

m
■■if'tt

George Mason University %

I

Will Brenda get the credit hours she needs to change her major? Can Bobby accept the internship and attend classes? Will you return to school
in the fall with the same number of credits or, with a few extra hours earned this summer? Tune in to find out in Summer Term at Mason!

AEROPOSTALE
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BRINGING THE STORE TO JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
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SALE
SAVE UP TO
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POST OFFICE LOBBY
UNIVERSITY CENTER

TEES
SHORTS
POLOS

2/*20
$
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$
15

$
PANTS
25
$
JEANS
25
AND MUCH MORE!
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"The truth of the matter is
that AIM has broken
through the world of communications ..."

Q LHW.L01 N.

JESSICA OLIVA

junior
see story, page 8
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"This year we witnessed the two
segments of the SGA working as
they were intended ..."
see house editorial, below

IJESS

HANEBURY
THE JERBOA

SGA20O2

SGA 2001

JAC cards soon to
take over campus

-nM^fe.

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

Speedy budget meeting revives faith in studentgovernment
If this year's Front-End
Budget meeting had conformed to the Student
Government Association's status quo regarding the delegating of funding to our university's student programs, we
might have witnessed another
12-hour debacle reminiscent
of the FFB marathon of April
3,2001. According to the April
4, 2002 issue of The Breeze, the
2001 FEB meeting ran from 5
p.m. to 5 a.m.
Sadly, as a whole, we have
come to expect governing bod ies to move at roughly the same
speed as tectonic plates The
norm is a casual acceptance
that our political unions will
foil to execute their duties with
all the diligence and efficiency
that we should expect them to.
But congratulations to the
2002 SGA members for not
granting us more reason to harbor these low expectations.
This year's meeting lasted just
three hours, and according to
SGA Executive treasurer t hris
Fortier was the shortest FEB
meeting in 10 or IS years

"Everyone knew the horror
stories of last year and everyone did their homework,"
Fortier said.
Senate Ito-Tcmpon? Stephen
Davis said, "Better planning
went into this year's [FEB).
This was probably the most
experienced finance committee
in years... Experience has built
up over the years and worked

Apparently, this
year's hearings
lacked the prolonged debating
and posturing of
the '01 marathon.
out all the kinks, and it cut
back the time." Davis also said
that the haste in which the
hearings were concluded is
due to the increased amount

of communication between
the involved parties, thus
eliminating some of last year's
controversy.
Opening up the lines of
communication and allowing
more people to be more actively involved in the creation of
the budgets allowed the
process to run more smoothly
and for groups to, seemingly,
be more satisfied with the decisions that were made. Granted,
this is not a revelation of divine
proportions, but one that
nonetheless instills in us a little
more confidence in the functioning of our governing body.
Apparently, this year's hearings lacked the prolonged
debating and posturing of the
'01 marathon. Davis said of
Tuesday's meeting, "... the senate just overwhelmingly trusted the [finance] committee's
decisions." The purpose of the
committee and the senate being
structured as they are is to
streamline and ensure equity in
the decision-making process.
This year we witnessed the two
segments of the SGA working
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ated so that more aliens can come
down from the mothership.
Many JAC card pictures are less
than complementary. This is no
mistake. They are meant to give the
owner less self-esteem and therefore, not feel confident in battle.
■ Another way the aliens
have devised to take over our
campus with the JAC cards is
the way a JAC card makes us
believe that we aren't actually spending money. By
depleting all our funds and
brushing it off with comments like, "Oh, Dining
Dollars aren't real money,"
we actually are using funds
that later could have been
used to buy giant bazookas to
blast away the aliens.
The only way left to defertd ourselves from the aliens is to use our
own strength Unfortunately, the
aliens already have thought of that
Most of us gain strength by working out at UREC, where JAC cards
must be swiped to gain entry. They
are monitoring who goes to UREC
the most so they will know which
persons are to be eliminated first
Less intelligent readers might
be thinking, "How is a little tiny
alien in a JAC card going to take
over the world V The aliens are not
tiny at all. They are all at least 6 feet
tall and have muscles with diameters bigger than a coffee can. It
makes perfect sense that they can
fit in the card. If you can fit a dining plan for a whole semester, plus
Dining Dollars and even more
money in FLEX its only logical
that you can squeeze in a 6-foot
purple and gold alien. (Oh yeah,
they're purple and gold, did I
mention that?)
Fear not we are not totally tost
I am proud to say that Card
Services has been cv\ the case since
they discovered the alien infestation Lale Last spring. In an attempt to
cramp the aliens and perhaps make
their feet fall asleep or something,
they have made the JAC cards
thinner, thus leaving them less
room to move around. They also
have ceased giving them mints on
their pillows. (OK, the mint thing
was a joke. Aliens don't like mints
anyway) Although a noble effort,
much more must be done in order
to protect our planet.
It is very important that we recognize this as a real problem It
does exist So mother, when I ask
you for $20 to replace a JAC card,
please remember, it is not my fault
It ran away.
/.v. Hanebury is a junior SMAD
major uh) is finalizing plaits for Alien
Taktotvr Auareness Week.
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as they were intended, producing the much-desired effect of
speed and thrift.
The jaded mind might suggest that the senate merely
acquiesced to the committee's
suggestions in an effort to expedite the budget heanngs, thus
eliminating the possibility of
another excruciating ordeal.
Based on the immediate reactions of all involved, though,
there is no reason to believe that.
The increased preparation for the
hearings by all parties and
greater participation by the
organizations involved would
seem to indicate that the revised
FEB meetings this year was a
success compared to those of the
12-hour variety.
Could this perhaps instill in us
a little more optimism with
regaids to the functioning of the
SGA? Certainly. If they can learn
from the mistakes of a meeting that
spanned what must have seemed
to be lifetimes, then certainly we
can be expected to combat the
skepticism that has us believe in
the inherent inefficiency of our
student government

The following is not intended
to scare the readers, but simply
inform him or her of the upcoming takeover of our university,
country and most likely, world.
JAC cards are aliens. Over the
past three years here at JMU, I've
come to discover that not only are
JAC cards living organisms from
the planet Flextron, but they are trying to takeover Harrisonburg
Through careful research, I've
been able finally to uncover their
motives and methods, in order to
regain control of our university
before they are able to take over
the world.
I know you an? skeptical, but
please take the time to consider the
tacts. JAC cards always seem to
disappear right when they are
needed, many times right at the
cashier of an on-campus dining
facility, thus leaving the JAC cardless hungry and weakened. We rely
on our JAC cards so much that by
the first month of school freshman
year, students can't rernember life
without them. They control our eating exercising, entrance into dorms
and on-campus idenhrVation.
Now that I have your attention,
let me explain how they got here.
Although the aliens have been
watching our university for years,
because of our supreme intellect
and power, it wasn't until three
years ago that they successfully
were able to find a way to enter
onto our campus inconspicuously
Those who are old enough can
recall the change of the JAC card
design in 1999 from a plain purple
to the current design: a paw print
and the Wilson Hall cupola. Both
are familiar icons to JMU students, which is exactly why the
aliens chose them. That?s right, the
aliens designed our JAC cards.
The reason is simple: Once they
saw how vital the card is to our
everyday lives, they knew there'
was no better way to gather information about us successfully without any suspicion.
So what exactly are our JAC
cards? WeU, the paw print is a hightech fingerprinting device that
identifies the user. The Wilson
cupola picture is, of course, the
miniature satellite that is used to
communicate information from the
alien that bves in the card back to
the mothership.
As previously mentioned, the
JAC cards disappear in order to
render the human weak by lack of
nourishment, but that is not the
only reason. When a JAC card is
lost and has to be replaced, this is
actually because it ran away. This is
so that another JAC card will be cre-

Darts & Pals are submitted anonymoustv
and primed on a space-available basis.
StibmmuHis are based upon one person s
opinion of a given situation, person or event
and do nctt necessarily reflect the truth.

Pats
E-mail dans and pats to brec/cdp0hotmail.com

Pat...
A "way-to-shake-your-boohe" pat to the
two guys who braved Zane Showker in
nothing but extra small JMU work-out
shorts to cheer on a tour.
Sent in fcy two sophomores who think there's
no Ivtlir way to catch new students than to
show some leg.

Dart...
A "way-to-be-studeni-rnendly" dart lo
the University Health Center.
Sent in by a sick student who doesn't plan
her sickness around business hours.

Pat...
A "thanksfor-giving-us-hope" pal to a
certain opinion writer for his article on love
that made us realize there are still a few
decent guys out there.
Soil in by some freshman girls who agree
with you and wonder why they can't find guys
who feel the same way.

Dart...
A "get-a-room" dart to the naked couple getting it on in the Keezell elevator Saturday.
Sent in by someone who's going to take the stairs
from now on.

Pat...
An "I'm-sure-glad-I-was-watching-out-forlandmines" pat to the individuals who organized and executed landmine Awareness Week.
Sent in In/a senior who can't xoait to read the netvs
that the landmine problem is cured Ivcause JMU students are now aware of tliem and because of your
efforts is even more so looking forward to Pothole
Awareness Week.

Dart...
An "I-know-where-I'm-not-living-next-year"
dart to a certain apartment complex for enforcing seven-da ys-a-week towing because of lack of
parking for residents and then further increasing
the problem by making two spaces from every
building handicap.
Sent in by an annoyed resident who thinks that if
your goal is to make the buildings more hindnnpiCOMnHf you should start drawing up your plans to
put in elevators.
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OPINION

Instant messenger has important role in society
JESSICA OLIVO

BREEZE READER'S VIEW
I would bet an extravagant
amount of money that there
isn't a student on this campus
who hasn't encountered some
form of instant messaging
during their time in college.
(Please don't try to take me up
on this bet because Spring
Break left me with not even
close to an extravagant
amount of money.) It occurs to
me that this modern convenience — and by convenience
I mean life sucking parasite
sent to us from Satan himself
— has taken on a life of its
own. The first thing I do when
I wake up in the morning is
turn on my computer and sign
onto AOL Instant Messenger.
I'm not one of those people
who leaves away messages up
saying in the form of one quotation or another that I'm
sleeping — but this is only
because I am broke and trying
to keep down the electricity
bill. When I come back from
classes at the end of the day, I

go straight to my computer
and check to see if I've
received any messages in
my absence. When I should
be doing work, you can find
me on AIM.
This is all old news. People
have been addicted to instant
messaging for a few years
now. What's interesting to me
is how AIM has begun to mirror life in so many ways.
We've moved from the real
world into the cyber world,
and our live actions have
starting popping up on the
computer screen.
First of all, there are screen
names. This is almost as
important as your real name.
In fact, it might just be more
important because you get to
choose it yourself and can't
fall back on, "what were my
parents thinking?" Some people even have multiple screen
names. This comes in handy
for stalking. AIM stalking
is when you want to see

who's online, but you
don't want them to see you.
Second screen names are also
helpful for when you want to
talk to just a small group of
people and not have everyone you've ever met IM you
while you're trying to break
up with your boyfriend over
Instant Messenger. (Do people do this? They must — it's
the perfect way to be brutally
heartless) Some people also
have second screen names
just for their family, just so
the 'rents don't read the
away messages that say,
"Getting wasted!" and then
realize in the morning that
the message is still up and
you've been idle for 16 hours.
Away messages are vital to
the instant messaging world.
They play several different
roles. Most often they are used
as an answering machine.
They tell people where you
are, what you're doing and
when you expect to be back.

"I'm at class until 3 and then
off to a group meeting! Back by
5! Leave me messages!!"
(Exclamation points are pivotal.) Away messages also can
serve as a gateway into your
soul. Most people have a range
of pre-set away messages th.il
contain quotes for every bipolar
emotion we have. There are
quotes for when you're happy,
sad, in love, pissed off, completely exhausted and even not
getting any
Finally, away messages can
be a way to send a message to
someone without having to
admit it was sent to them.
Example: You just broke up
with your boyfriend over AIM,
of course, you do have better
things to be doing and you see
him at a party hooking up with
some girl that he just met (who
is not nearly as cute as you are).
Your next day's away message? "Out with (insert name
of hot guy, real or imagined],
talk to you when I get back

(and shower off!)" This is
assuming that your ex is checking your away messages as
often as you check his
As long as I'm on the topic
of vengeful instant messaging,
there's a certain etiquette to
online conversing that can lead
to misunderstandings. While
you're talking to someone
online, it's rude to sign off or
put up an away message without saying goodbye. However,
it is different if you're trying to
make a point. Let's say you're
having a conversation with
the above mentioned exboyfriend. He's angry because
you went out with [hot guy)
,and you're arguing that he
has no say as to whom you go
out with anymore. Being a
guy, he's making the same
half-thought-out arguments
and you just want to drive
the point home. You've got
two options. Option one: Put
up an away message containing the lyrics to "You don't

own me." Option two: Auto
NtpMIM from linsert your
screen name here): "Getting
ready for my date tonight!"
No goodbye, no reconciliation, just — bam — away
message. The same result can
be accomplished by simply
signing off.
The truth of the matter is
that AIM has broken through
the world of communications,
and its popularity is painfully
obvious. I would love to uninstall AIM from my computer
and live peacefully in the
world, but I'm too far-gone to
go back. It suddenly occurs to
me what 1 should have given
up for lent, though I'm not
sure I would have made it.
Someone recently told me
that mobile phones will now
allow you to access your
instant messenger service
when you're away from your
computer. God help us all.
lessica Olivo
English mapr.

is a junior

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Candidate*
actions defended
To the Editor
I am writing in response
to Chad Davis' letter to the
editor in the March 25 edition
of The Brerzf. In his letter,
Davis asserts that it was
unfair for Hugh Lantz and
Larry Rogers, both of whom
are seeking re-election to City

ii

Council, to seek inclusion in
a meeting between a JMU
business fraternity and fellow candidate Deborah
Stevens. He goes on to argue
that the JMU College
Republicans invited Lantz to
speak without extending the
invitation to Stevens
We must
distinguish
between political and nonpolitical organizations. The
JMU College Republicans are

"My Lucky Charms
shirt because I'm
looking for my pot of
gold."

Lauren Featherstone
senior, sociology

a political organization. Hugh
Lantz is a Republican, invited
to speak to a Republican
organization. His attendance
should not come as a surprise
since he is receiving the help
and the endorsement of the
group. The JMU College
Republicans have no obligation to invite other candidates
from other parties to speak at
their meetings.
The business fraternity

Davis is speaking of is a nonpolitical organization that
does not endorse political
candidates for office. This, as
well as any other non-political organization has an obligation to invite all candidates
to speak. To invite only one
comes very close to an
endorsement.
1 doubt if any law exists
that prevents Davis' fraternity from hosting only one can-

"My God Bless Texas
Tsliirt."

Brian Coatney
freshman, biology

didate out of four It may not
even be prohibited by the fraternities' constitution. If
nothing else, Davis and his
fraternity have an ethical
obligation to open their
forum to all candidates.
Davis concludes his letter
by saying that he and his fraternity only wanted to better
inform themselves. If that is
the case, then all of his
actions seem very counter-

a

"'I'm going nuckin'
futs' T-shirt bceause
everyone knows they
are."

BECKY GABRIH.'tuflF ph«o»ii(*crr

productive. Would it not
have been more informative
to hear three candidates
speak as opposed to one?
Why would inviting all candidates be undesirable, if you
only want to better educate
students about the issues?
That, I believe, is the only
question that needs to be
answered.
Zachary Moore
Senior, Finance

Lesley Newman

"My grandparents
went to Guadalajara
and all i got was this
stinkin'T-shirt."

Andy Musser

junior, psychology

junior. English

Topic: What does your favorite novelty T-shirt say?

THURSDAY MMESS AT '<<fes,
01de Mill Village
5

Q$l

Ron, the manager, goes nuts every Thursday (it's not a long trip for Ron).
See, every Friday, he has to report to the owner, who wants to know,
"Are they all rented yet?"
Drives Ron nuts. So every
Thursday, Ron starts
handing out $100 bills
to any new tenants
completing the leasing process.

$100!
^ICM.jIC.I^IvSl

"Taking Ron's money is fun!
And I get a great apartment too!'

Is he nuts? Yes!!
And every Thursday, you can get $100 by signing up to live at Olde Mill Village.*
•Some restrictions apply, check OMV office for details.

1A South Avenue. Ufcz^z
UVAN I AGE REALTY

Harrisonburg

ANACBMBK1 GROUP

£>
I

I

(540)432-9502
ummr
nlriemilhrillarfp nr\m
www.oldemillvillage.com
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AFTER THE RECENT HACKER ATTACK CTL GSU'S 5E«»E«. IT
8ECAMC OBVIOUS THAT THE INTERNET ONLY REGISTRATJEW
PROCESS HAD INHERENT VUINSRAGNITIES THAT NEEOEC TO
BE REMEDIEO.

A CRACK CONSULTING SQUAP. HEAOEll ST THE
CoHPANY FUTUREMPRSE, LED THE SCHOOLWIOE
OVERHAUL UPGUAOING TO Moftje OPE TECHNOLOGY.
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THOUSANDS OF NEWLY HIREO TELEGRAPH WORKERS.,
ALL RATED AT 2O WPM, TOIL |N THE RC(5lSn!A(Ps 0FF1CE
WHERE T*E CAMftrt-WlPE NETMKW OF RQj»Y SrHTleMS
AMD "HESSAGE PIPES'' CONVERGE.

ADDITIONALLY, BSU HAS CONNECTED THE STUDENT RWHo
STATION WITH THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE, ALLOWING OFF6AMWS REGISTRATION VIA HAH RADIO

ALL STUDENT ID PASSWORDS HAUE BEEN CONVERTED T0
MORSE CODE, ENSURIMG SECURE TRANSACTIONS. "SNJPENT5
SHOMLO COMMIT THEIR, PASSWORD ro MEMORY, AS IT WILL
BE NECCSSARy1 To ACCESS PlNTNG ACCOUNTS AS WELL
1lUa«»M fc* Y~j. KH'M]N
, (awtOa?, iJMU)
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in recognition of
NATIONAL STUDENT EMPLOYEE APPRECIATION WEEK
April 7-13

SALE RUNS APRIL IST-APRlL 30TH!

UREC would lik e to thank all oi' our
hard working student employ ees!
Bnan Adrian
Robert Amsley
YaserAI-Keiiddar
Megan Anderson
Oebofah Annusewicz
Jason Aughey
Janmine BalmsKas
Elizabeth Barnes
Ljm Barnes
Aly Barrett ft
HOrtyPWenic 1
~Ra^n Be"z* ^
Jessie* nijiristi'
-•■vlnBidl- ■
JonavSBnBird
Zachary Blame
Victoria Blevins
Erin Bliss
Blair Boone
Jennifer Bowe
Jenn Bowen
Bradley Boyd
Rebecca Bremig
Hilary Bride
Justin Bridgewater
Allen Brooks
Janine Brooks
Brian Brown
Laura Bryani
Jeremy Bullock
Jason Burden
Joseph Burgett
1 aune Burke
Joshua Burton
lan Campbell
Jon Car nek
Chriettn Carter
Jeremy Carter
Cnsttn Chafm
Benjamin Cniet
Marc Choi
NicoteCifelli
Jdines Ciocco
Stacey Clark
Brian Cleary
Todd Coates
Karissa Coburn
Jennifer Cook
Brian Cooks
Emily Coofce
Ale*is Coppa
Gregory Corack
Gary Costanzo
Lisa Gotten
James Cottom
Brooke Cox

Gaylen Cragin
Zonna Hess
Elise Macchio
Lauren Rowland
Allison Culbreth
Miranda Heymer Christopher MacMinn
James Royster
Scott Cummings
R JeflHian
Lmdsay Mahony
Jennifer Ruehrmund
Jessica R^koni
Patrick Cushmg
Ve'onKjue Hodeau Natasha Mamvielle
David M
B«ky Holt
Gina Manke
Casey Oagnai
Enn Holt "*5 Palrwa Mannign_ .Catherine HSO
Alyssa D'Alconzo
^Colleen
Sajjfck
And'ew
Holzma*t
SaiahWargeS^n
Mana DeBeauwiet
Jacqueline Deegen
iumel MOpJuns
(landy MarWmm ^preai Schindler
Jenni'ir Owagan
QIIH
N Oku U 1 ■■ a^pielen Schubert
- . 1 (Jsjnoi
Uufijr Hospfci
Kelly Scott
W ' J. H ...hrli,
Mict'ae'f/rn r h.|
N'cUei.i ! Batttsta
James Sheasley
'laotK iWBffJ
Sarah McMichaei
HdCfi-ie DO;
Barbara Shuler
Stave Doherty
™ Mana Hubbard
Caitlm Meehan
Jason Sicidano
Devon Do^ony
Kate Mercke
rMdj
Susanna Simpson
Came Donovan
Brian Hurley
Jessica Miller
Andrew Slawter
L nosey Dowdall
Mark Huse
Kathenne Miiloy
Stacy Smith
Greg Doyle
Kern Hutch in son
Jason Minton
Carolyn Snyder
Cadlin Dnscoll
Khanh Huynh
Joshua Mog iief sky
Justin Sorem
Alexander Due
Kathenne Jacoby
Rebecca Moore
Craig Sozomenu
Kathenne Duffy
Kalya Jafan
Jason Morrison
Joshua Spa id
Jason Oychus
Holly Jamieson
Stephen Mulligan
Colleen Stanley
Kelechi Ekeh
Jessica Navon
Lisa Janz
Melissa Stark
Dean Encson. Jr
Laura Jenkins
Angela Needham
James StoHe
Katie Farmer
Michae' Jenkins
Amber Neil
Erin Stnne
Amy Faulconer
Jonathon Newman
Sara Jenkins
Lon Sumerford
Stephen Filmgen
Kimberty Johnson
Jennifer Switzer
Mark Nisley
Christopher Fiocchi
Andrew Jones
Peter Norment
Ehssa Szott
Jennifer Fiore
Katrma Jones
Justin Oberholtzer
Scott Terry
Kisten Jones
Knstin Teufel
Kristin Fisher
Daniel O'Buen
Lena Thomson
Theran Fisher
Karl Kaliher
Jennifer Ordomo
Moses Tinsley III
Leah Fob
Kara Kaufim
Sean 0 Regan
lerrence Kee
Jennifer Onbelto
David Furlough, Jr
James Travis
Matthew Keener
Michael Palmer
Scott Gabriel
Ryan Travis
Sarah Gigantino
Maura Kelly
Lindsay Paradis
Sarah Tuck
Kelfye Parker
Jared
Tucker
Adam (ileason
Alison Parsons
Elizabeth Kerestes
Mark
Tunstali
Enn Patterson
Katie Korwm
Courtney Gold
Carry Veditz
KelyGony
Laura Pauls
Piyum Khaubi
Anthony Venafro
Audrey Koehler
Kyle Payne
Michael Goodman Jr
Jeanne Vennen
Allison Graham
Amber K reuse
Jessica Peed
Eve Wallace
Kevin Gregg
Nancy Kress
Katie Perdom
Thomas Gulmo
Travis Kuyper
Joy Polefrone
t... k Lacy
Lauran Pomeroy
Knstina Gunn
Carter Walton
Beth Hackefhorn
Sandy Lantz
Michelle Post
Mandy Warsaw
Candace Larsen
Ryan Price
Margaret HamiH
Heather Weigand
G Ann Lauder
Richard Provencfter
Shayna Hammond
Jennifer Weiss
Alys* Hartan
Jessica Law
Jeffrey Pye
John Welch
Chris Lawyer
Carolyn Ramsey
Jennifer Hartnagei
William Wesley
Sanjeev
Ramide
Jamie Hasenauer
Shannon LaGros
Stephanie Wester
Patrick Reed
Jessica Led
Matthew Heck
Victoria White
Stephen Held
Stephanie Lewis
Matthew Regan
William Wtta III
Carrie L Henderson
Nicholas Wiley
Vaiene Lewis
Daniel Rettig
Molly Williams
Carne R Henderson
Brandon Liburd
Nicole Reyes
Michelle Wilson
Lmdsey Henderson
Rocheile Lightner
Chns Riccardi
Amanda Wnmk
Lauren Henty
Amanda Loveland Matthew Richardson
Karen Woodward
Eric Hersch
Ellen Lucknng
Nicole Rodak
EleniZavr^s
Lauren Herzog
Megan Lynch
Ashley Roth

NOTRin
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Plan 9, what a record store should be!
434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.

u» Keep up the Great Work!

We buy and sell
used CDs. DVDs,
Vinyl and
VHS Videos,
so bring 'em inl

BE LAZY! SHOP AT WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday (April 8). The line between fantasy and reality could get pretty thin
this year. Don't worry about which is which. You need both to be successful. Develop
both the left and right sides of your brain

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
_—. Today is a 7 - Some of your great
f^-—^* schemes may have i<> go when
^^w you realize they're completely
impractical. That doesn't mean
you should abandon all fantasy Another
scheme could be a a*al moneymaker.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
Today is an 6 - Look around for something you can do to make
someone else's life easier. It
be right under foot. Just
fift may
don't expect the person to ask
for help.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

^_. ■ Today is a 9 • Don't let an insensiJBhjtiu' person's thoughtless remark
&W hurt your feelings. Be steadfast in
your resolve, and you'll end up
looking like the good guy.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 7 - The money is pretty good,
but the person giving the orders
* could get a tad difficult. Try to
keep your derogatory comments
' to yourself - unless, of course,
you think it's time to move on.

M

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 - Does il seem as if you've
been running into a lot of closed
i doors, yet you feel kind of
' lucky? Maybe all those doors are
closed to protect you. A friend
will help you find the door that's right
for you, and it'll open.

Today is a 7 - Stop worrying about things
you can't change. Instead, focus
Vutfon what you already have.
' Somebody would like to be with
you tonight. You won't have to
fix a thing - just listen.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 - You've proven you're
smart. Now, can you show
Jk^i you're sensitive and caring? Can
SttflL you listen to somebody who M
"
first seems rather slow? Actually,
they're not. This is a test.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 8 - You don't have to be told
everything. Lots of what you
Jk
don't know can be figured out.
^^V People's body language speaks
OF© volumes - especially today.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 7 - Time to get practical again.
RMove your latest theory from the
"possible" to the "actual." Also
spend some time on tasks that
will buy the groceries. Even
great thinkers have to eat.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

■> Today is a 7 - You always try to
■^_—' surround yourself with the besl
^^^ of everything. Sometimes it
doesn't cost much more - like
now, for example.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22)
Today is a 5 - Are you tired of fixing

* fUg things and figuring things out?
>^nl VVanl fo let somebody v\*c drive
'A^ lor •> while? Somebody nearby
^^"^- has a silly notion. Join them in it.

Today is a 7 - You're a little more sensitive, a little less guarded, but is
^^k ihis wise? Could you be hurt?
'%!' Not likely. Your issues are finan^^ cial, not emotional.

1

ACROSS
1 Firewood measure
5 Two-stroke drumbeats
10 Fr. Miss
14 Toward shelter
15 Hanoi dress
16 Moselle feeder
17 Alpine skiing
event
19 Cold War letters
20 "
My Party"
21 Writer Murdoch
23 Botanist Gray
24 Sweetie
27 Nordic event
29 Oral _ U.
31 Caught red-handed
32 Compass pt.
33 Big top
36 Marsh grasses
37 Olympic equipment since 1998
40 More than one:
pref.
43 Sting
44 Punter's digit
47 Co-discoverer of
interferon
49 Perceive
52 Alpine skiing
event
55 Lounged about
56 Mata Hari, e.g.
57 Pin box
58 Sound dovish
59 Villainous Uriah
61 Figure skating
event
66 Regarding
67 Niamey's nation
68 Danny or Stubby
69 Sibilant signal
70 Ninnies
71 Luge
DOWN
1 Machinery part
2 Spanish cheer
3 Stimpy's pal

4 Crave

—Tribune Media Services

5 Artificially high
voice
6 Mauna _
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7 Wing it
8 New Zealand
Polynesian
9 Ape
10 Coll. Bulldogs
11 University in
Philadelphia
12 Roped
13 Short trips
18 Cookbook direction
22 Kenneth or Bart
24 Rapping Doctor
25 Long period
26 Penny face?
28 Hurried along
30 Bastes and hems
34 Peacock network
35 Tailless amphibian
37 Getz or Kenton
38 Alcove
39 Composer
Ponchielli
40 Central section of
a boat
41 Annual golf tour-
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neys
42 Attorneys
44 Part of AT&T
45 Raw mineral
46 Outermost point
48 Locating
50 In a jiffy
51 Timepieces
53 Port St.
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54 Feudal lord
60 Indulged one
62 Moines
63 Adjective-forming
suffix
64 "Bill
the
Science Guy"
65 Dropout's 2nd
chance
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Specialists question fad diets as hazards for health hopefuls
Story by senior writer KC Gardner • Art by art director Amanda Hincker
lion copies worldwide since if s second keep you on task. Getting up at 7 a.m. to hit UREC College of Medicine, explained that despite the
'ith summer quickly approaching,
publication in 1999 Like most other tad doesn't always feei like the best start of the day dief s negative side-effects people will lose weight,
warmer weather and sunshine means
'lust why are people losing weight on this diet?
diets today, the theory is that reducing but if s part of the deal."
striping down to the bare minimum.
carbohydrate intake and eating more
The dieting and exercising seem to have been Each menu averages a mere 1,200 calories,"
Almost everyone has experienced that dreaded
protein and fat will cause the body to worth it since Glahn stuck with the program for so Nicklas said. "Just about anyone can lose weight
ritual ot pulling out the old bathing suit, shorts or
lose weight by burning stored body fat long and was happy with the results. "If s never on 1,200 calories a day."
sleeveless shirt and trying them on (or size. For
Though popular, all of these fad diets have
I more efficiently. The sky-rocketing popu- too late to start living a healthy lifestyle," he said.
most, this routine can bring bittersweet nostalgia.
Among other fad diets,"The Zone," is a for- received minimal or no support from nutrition
However, the feeling of snug clothing can larity of the Atkins diet is mainly because the plan
motivate those to seek healthier lifestyles that permits and even encourages foods that many dieters mer number one New York Times bestseller by Barry experts, who believe they take a "Band-Aid
Sears. It aims for dieters to approach" to fixing the generally poor eating habits
guarantee sliming results. Whether last year's only dream about. Meat, eggs and cheese are
change their metabolism in order and inactive lifestyle of many overweight people.
summer wardrobe fits or not, now is the time inevitably a part of most meals with few limits on
"The fact is fad diets are not the best way to lose
to reach a peak state of energy
how much can be eaten but with strict guidelines for
people everywhere are turning to a variety of
and efficiency. Although the weight," Ford said. "There's absolutely no proof
the kinds of foods one can eat.
fad diets to lose a few pounds.
that
they can keep weight off." Ford suggests that
book has a more complicated
The Atkin's diet remains highly controversial
"People want to lose weight quickly and
measurement of what to eat, it's instead of focusing on rapid weight loss, students
cheaply these days, no one wants to work for among nutritionists as it has few published results
basically a diet consisting of 40 should improve their eating and exercising habits to
it," junior Ben Deutsch said. He sees fad dieting and no long-term studies to back up its claims.
percent carbohydrates, 30 per- promote a healthier lifestyle.
a quick fix schemes for people who aren't will- According to Ford, low-carb, high-protein diets
Deutsch admitted, "I'm not going to drink procent protein and 30 percent fat.
ing to put forth the effort to lose weight in a like Atkins' are unhealthy but get people motivatThis 40-30-311 ratio allegedly cre- tein shakes and eat celery all day long but I'm also
ed because the initial results are so visible. "None
healthy way. "I think if s a con," Deutsch said
"Companies are just making monev off every- of those diets are healthy ways to eat, but it can ates the metabolic state that allows the body to not going to get fast food four times a day."
The Food and Drug Administration recomone because everyone wants to be thin. I'm sure produce quick weight loss and then hooks the per- operate at the height of healthiness.
Susan Roberts, head of the Weight Regulation mends eating five servings of fruits and vegetables
there's success stories but they are the excep- son into it." she said.
a
day.
Most of the high protein diets don't allow this
Ford and other critics are further concerned Program at Tufts University, gave "The Zone" a
tions that make the rule."
because, although fruits and vegetables are healthy,
According to the National Institute of that the high-fat, high-protein diet can cause a thumbs up on the Web MDs Web site,
thev are also loaded with carbohydrates. If stuDiabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases, host of health problems and put people at risk uwuiuKtmif.com. The high amount of vegetables
and legumes that the diet promotes is one of its dents want to lose weight safely and keep it off.
one in every four Americans are overweight. for heart disease.
Other fad diet regimes promise both initial and healthier recommendations. But "Like most fad Ford recommends a diet that includes all the recEvery year more than half of Americans go on a
ommended daily allowances for vitamins, minerweight-loss diet or try to maintain their weight. long term weight-loss. Senior Mike Glahn was diet books, 'The Zone' takes one of the several
The difficulty in losing weight and keeping it dedicated to the "Body for Life" program last known controllers of energy, blood glucose, and als and protein.
The current U.S. Department of Health and
year. The popular program touts a blows it up into a whole book," Roberts said.
off leads many people to turn to professional
Another low-carb diet book, "Sugar Human Services Dietary Guidelines for
12-week diet and exercise plan that
or commercial weight-loss programs for help.
Americans
recommends that people choose a
promotes the transition into a per- Busters!," has become immensely popular since
The Institute of Medicine's 1995 report
manently healthy change in lifestyle. it was published in 1998. The basic premise of diet low in fat, saturated fat, cholesterol and
estimated that Americans spend S33 billion
tlie diet is right on the book's decrease calorie intake if they need to lose
Six days a week Glahn was
annually on weight-loss products and serviccover, "Cut Sugar to Trim Fat." weight. People also should try to eat a varirequired to stick to the diet and exeres. This includes everything from commerThe diet is based on specific ety of foods, and only use sugar, salt and
cise vigorously On the seventh day
cial weight-loss membership fees to the purrecipes and regimented meal sodium in moderation.
he was allowed to rest and eat anychase of low-calorie foods and diet soda.
Kinsclogy major and junior Cameron Shell
plans.
thing and everything he desired.
But do these fad diets actually work? Are
Consequently, being on the said, "I've been taught that one to two
they healthy? Are they even safe? "The Glahn decided to try it after he saw the changes in
pounds
is a healthy amount to lose weekly.
"Sugar Busters!" diet means givanswers to those questions are no, no several of his close friends who had been through
ing up some common staples of Anymore and you are probably just losing
and no," said Denise Ford, the chief of the 12-week process.
"When you see one person getting results, it
the American diet like corn, water weight or muscle mass. If you are
nutrition research at the National
bread, potatoes, white rice and serious about trying to lose weight, 1 recInstitute of Health Clinical Center in makes you think 'Hey, I should try this/" he said.
Consequently Glahn started the program aiming of course anything with refined sugars including ommend utilizing the Fitness Assessment
Maryland. Ford said one of the biggest
soda and beer.
Program available for free at UREC."
concerns surrounding the growing to tone his musck-s and lose tat.
Besides perpetuating myths about sugar's
"The first week is hell but it gets easier," he
University Recreation Service's
popularity in various fad diets is the
detrimental
effects,
the
diet
claims
to
limit
the
said.
"If
s
hard
at
first
but
in
the
long
run
you'll
Web
site, vww.jmuedulrecreationljitincrease of obesity in the United
production of insulin that allegedly causes the nessAssess.shtml, has several evaluStates. The latest money maker has realize what bad foods can do to your body."
Being faithful to the "Body for Life" regiment body to store fat. Critics say the type of eating ates that will aid students into creatcome with the publication of an
array of diet books that millions of meant Glahn had to find time to eat the required habits this and many other low-carb diets pro- ing an indiviual exercise and dietsix mini-meals he was supposed to have every mote can cause kidney and liver damage, fatigue, ing routine. These assessments
people are buying into.
weakness and irritability.
measure everything from cardio"Dr. Atkin's New Diet day. Despite Claim's initial struggle with the
Theresa Nicklas, a professor of pediatrics at the vascular endurance to body comRevolution," is the title of a book nutritional aspect of "Body for Life," he said, "If s
Children's Nutrition Research Center at Baylor position by skin fold tests.
motivational
when
there
is
someone
else
there
to
that has sold more than 10 milBook cover photos courtesy of www.atklnscerrter.com, wwyi.bodyiorllte.com, www.ttorezoneperloct.com and www.rsndomnouM.com
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Are your parents well read?

They could be.

Give a Breeze subscription.
THEWBREEZE
Return this coupon lo:
The Breeze
James Madison University
MSC 6805
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

MOVING OFFP
EAT ONI
SIGN UP FOR A
COMMUTER MEAL PLAN
BEFORE MAY 3 AND BE
ENTERED IN A DRAW INC
/M FOR $500 IN FLEX!
STOP BY CARD SERVICES
OR WATCH FOR OUR
REPRESENTATIVES ON
THE COMMONS
FRIDAY, APRIL 12
FROM 10 AM -3PM.

Join us for this semester's
SGA Food Forum
Thursday, April 11 at
5:00pm in the Airport
Lounge of Warren Hall.

Name:
Address:
City:
Phone number:

State

ZiD

Alumni:
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No

Parent ot Student:
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Subscription:

First Class $75

Bulk Mail $30

YOU CAN'T TAKE
THEM WITH YOU...
Since Pining Dollars don't carq over
to Fall semester, viell be offering
specials for ^ou to stocK up on sodas,
snacfcs and more! Here are a fey. of
our offers:
iC)LcWiA!a£

6 pack of
soda $2.50

I *^

I Bavarian Pretzel Rolls
I $3.59 for a pack of 4

ksisijg

/f£'f)ttb*-^ :

St0 in and see!

P

!

Or treat a friend to lunch or dinner at
an>( of our great places to eat.
F^member - Dining Dollars
don't carq over to ne*t ^ear
so Uf>6 them or L0S6 them!
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"Fashion is not trivial... it is those so-called
trivialities that make life more than eating.
sleeping and breathing."

Romance 101
A female reflects on her dating
phases from the naive frosh to
the all-knowing senior.
fat Mil

James David
A-fashion-nado
See story below

oCkinff th

graphic by AMANDA lllNCKIJt/un Jim Mr
led photo by DAVE KlM/ietHir /ilwliigruphrr
right photo by CHRIS I.ABZDA/»qf p*M»|nv>trr

Bands perform around town
BY LIZA BACERRA

coming in from as far as
staff writer
Florida and Tennessee, there
Over 100 bands from was a remarkable lack of attcn
around
the
East Coast dance from the Harrisonburg
descended upon Harrisonburg and JMU community. Senior
- W«i Bfi»iifi jmnnu^fpllrjir radio, the ndrprndrrtl jrtMft. and label- Iw uhom coltyi Mm nm
this past weekend htr the sixth t hns ( .i-iii;!). HI. ->l the band,
ii,l ill txHrr ,i%pt\1>of thr ndrfmdm MCT* IVorHvpv labd nj*-MlK*i and band -M».JS,> siimuLiti- annual Mid-Atlantic College
My Hint' Till said, I here were
1
Radio Conference, more com- all these different hands here
I kmlDBIM>ta njvniii.i'v MIJ <upp>>rt that will mnwrap pn<crr\« inH)ii|[»t tiJlrj{r
monly
known
as
MACRoCk.
and it's pathetic that |MU and
ram and thf mdffrndrtK
MACRoCk consisted of the Harrisonburg community
showcases set up In several did not take more of an advanlocations on the JMU campus tage of this great opportunity."
Mm Sriuublt. Hrad Coordiiulon
and throughout downtown
Krulm \otai, OCoordtiuron
The feature that a majority
Harrisonburg. These showcas- of attendees said they liked
Sandr Tin*, CtKowdiiutor
es
typically
were
grouped
about MACRoCk is that they
i SariJi toR. lud lottuag
together based on the record were able to see all these
1
fuhn Iridpwjln; lutd looking
label representing the featured great bands at jyAh. an
Nril Airy, CoonmiutioM
groups and/or genre. The affordable pri#. An all
Mart Upon Rand taking
conference began Friday, April access badge tor th* entire
5 and ended Saturday, April 6. event was $20 while InduiidThe Little Grill hosted an
iried in price.
Americana showcase with
rummer of
The Shriners and
The
said, "You
Hackensaw Boys,
while
ice for all the
Pano's housed a hip-hop
see and the
showcase with bands like
at you make and
Doujah Raze
Luck Be A Lady
Among the record labeLi ^rfcde*their third appearance
showcases were Lovitt Record* aUrVIACRoCk.
set up in PC Ballroom with R.ih
Seeing many great bands at
Guitarist and
Bras, Engine Down and a reasonable price was the
vocalist Guy
Dismemberment Plan. Equal ' main goal of the student volPlcclotto horn
Vision Records set up at unteers at WXJM who made
FUGAZI sings
Mainstreet Bar nnd Grill with up the MACRoCk committee.
for the closing
(>\ erliead and The StrydeisJJ
As supporters of the indeMACRoCk per
Fans
flocked
aJrom pendent music scene, the comformance.
Richmond, northern Virginia mittee believes that bands like
MACRoCk disand beyond to see their the ones that participated in
played over
favorite bands playpr to sup
MACRoCk deserve public
100 bands
port Iriends. A group of espe- recognition. Junior Kristen
from all over
cially giggly girls from Nolcn said, "These bands
the East
Richmond
traveled" to deserve recognition and it was
Coast.
Harrisonburg to see Engine great seeing all these people
Down and Avail. As Kit, from work to push for these hands"
Richmond, said, "The singer
However, this undertakfrom Engine Down is hot, and ing required great effort and
overall MACRoCk is sweet."
hard work not only Irom the
phutographtr
Surprisingly, with visitors

MACRoCk Philosophy

H

i oftrgrlUrfvt iitm ivu M U *th> mud rrhtrrMMii^nft|i mhi ■■!(!■
IM) Prfprtujh-d K. .

MCHOCK
2002

CHRIS LABZDA/uuffp*,*,,™^,
Top left and right, FUGAZI performs for the closing of
MACRoCk 2002 In Godwin Gym Saturday at midnight. Above,
a wild crowd tosses its torn book pages In excitement as
FUGAZI winds down the conference.

see EAST, page 16

The fashion
farewell

JOOY WOK rHINtrrON/iHtfuniu

Now it's time to say goodbye to all my fashion friends,
A-F-A-S-H-l O-N-N-A-D-O,
A-fashion-nado.
Sadly, it's fashion's List
call 1 don't need to go home,
but I do have to get the heck
out of here. It's true my fash
ion followers, I am graduating and moving on to fashion's greener pastures.
In a moment of seriousness
that you never may witness
again, I just want to say thank
you for reading my column
and being so loyal to fashion.
In a school year where
routine tasks like going to
work or boarding a flight
become tantamount to the
loss of life and a grievestricken nation, it was nice to
focus on something ao com
pletely inconsequential. With

fashion, the worst that can
happen is when you put on a
bad outfit, I'll make fun of
you and your clothing choices. And believe me, if you
have worn a bad outfit, I
have made fun of you.

by senior writer
James David
What I am trying to say is
thanks for letting me delve into
a subject matter that was so
much fun in such a heavy time.

I enjoyed the temporary escape,
and I hope you did as well.
Don't get me wrong,
though Fashion is not Iris lal
Because it is important to you,
and it is important to me. It is
those so-called trivialities that
make life more than eating,
sleeping and breathing.
People could say basketball is trivial - it's people
moving in a room with a ball
that they are trying to get into
a hole. People could say
school is tri\ ill - it's sitting in
a classroom while paying
someone to talk to you.
People could say friendship is
trivial - it's two people who
sometimes see each other and
do things at the same time,
such as go out to dinner. We
know this is not the case, or at
least I hope we do.

Basketball, school, friendship and yes, even fashion,
may not be important to all of
us, but they are important to
some of us. With that, I want to
remind you all to full hearted ly pursue the things you love.
Why isn't fashion trivial1
Well, remember that party
you went to and you knew
you looked hot? Everyone
turned and looked enviously
at you. That person you dated
long ago stares at you wishing
you two still were together.
Moments like that are why
fashion is so important. They
create a presence, a feeling
and an accent-to beauty that
is already there. I encourage
you all to have more
moments like that by always
being fashionable.
sir A-hASHION-AMEV. page 16
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Latest 'Lampoon' better than usual stupid flick
BY DAVID

Cl I

MI MSON

senior writer
Writers Bivnt Goldberg and
David Wagner didn't attend
JMU. But from many depictions
of
college
in
"National
lampoon's Van Wilder," you'd
think elements of JMU inspired
their fictitiousCoolidgeCollege
['here's exorbitant college
tuition I semester costs $39,000.
There's a lack of trust in journalists: A writer is admonished,
"You journalists and your irresponsible reporting." There's a
U k of parking on campus And
there s a move to save underfunded sports teams.
National lampoon's latest
ottering, about the antics of-a
popular part)' animal in college,
provides more laughs than
most stupid comedies, though
few of the jokes an? witty. At
least half a do/en times it
attempts to outdo all the similar
comedies with extreme grossout antics — none of which are
genuinely funny.
The story, characters md
plot aren't inherently humor-

ous, but many of the intermit
tent, sporadic attempts at
laughs succeed. Of course with
trailers for the movies "Eight
Legged Freaks" and "Bad
Company" showing before the
feature film, any movie would
seem good.
Ryan Reynolds (ABC's 'Two
Girls and a Guy") stars in the
title role, doing his best impersonation of Chevy Chase and
dressing like a middle-schooler.
Wilder towers over everyone
els* in the film, although he's
only 6'I" in real life.
"Seven years have gone by
way too fast," he reminis,a
The
uppity,
confident,
smooth-talking Wilder lives in
a dorm with freshmen and has
a huge, extensively decorated
room. He drives around campus in a go-cart and parks in a
professor's reserved parking
spot. He makes money organizing parties and providing
"topless tutors." In his spare
time, apart from skipping
classes, he gives extraordinarily persuasive pep talks.
' Wilder is full of off-handed

comedic wittidsOtt, sometimes
taking on a comedic Pierce
Brosnan air with his squinting
asides. He (ells Taj: "Her name
is Naomi. That's 'I moan' backwards ." He tells a suicidal

"NATIONAL LAMPOON'S
VAN WILDER"
STARRING:
RYAN REYNOLDS, TARA
REID
RATED: R
RUNNING TIME:

95 MINUTES

a *4
jumper, "Call me nuts, but I
believe you." And regarding a
rival, he asks, "If he's here,
who's running hell?"
Wilder begins the school year
by holding interviews for an
assistant, giving the prestigious
position to another impressionist
— Kal Penn ("Freshmen") acting
like "The Simpsons" Apu.
Perm's t'h.ir.u trr, I.ij M.i'i.tl

Badalandabad, says he "cannot
go back to India a virgin." Tara
Reid ("American Pie 2") provides Wilder's predictable love
interest, as the bland and skinny
Gwen Pearson.
Coolidge College, with its
mascot "The Chickadees," is an
implausible — yet funny —
school. A tour guide doesn't
know the date of the school's
founding. Students apparently
hold multi-billion dollar theme
parties every night of the week.
And a fraternity's hazing runs
the gamut, making their
pledges shine shoes, serve as
human croquet pins, jump on
sharp objects blindfolded and
use their eyeballs for Foosballs.
The filmmakers have fun
with names. The Law Club has
a theme party called "Sue Me,
Screw Me." Wilder's time-honored ritual involves an old
Asian woman named Suk Me.
The name of the fraternity is
Delta lota Kappa and the writers don't let the audience forget
what the letters spell.
The film has gross-outs
galore, tnnn >o:i^t.int > lose tips

of a bulldog's humungous testicles to a farting stripper.
And a National lampoon
film would not be complete
without female frontal and male
rear nudity. Also included are
the most "ungraphic graphic"
sex scenes ever, lasting 10 and
15 seconds, disrcspectively. But
the only truly offensive attempt
at cheap laughs is the deaf basketball coach with a speech
impediment.
The main conflict entails the
school
body
fighting
in
Wilder's defense following a
party mishap, so that Wilder
can finish school, being a mere
18 credits shy of a degree in
"leisure studies."
A sappy, empty, predictable
climax
follows,
which overstays its welcome.
Unfunny outtakes during the
credits drag the movie even
further, making the film seem
a lot longer than it really is.
The concluding moral is that
a fun college experience is the
best investment you can make
Or is it all about irresponsible
journalists, nu-agrr parking

high tuition and underfunded
sports teams? Apparently, in
Wilder's words, "There's two
sides to every story."

Photo courtesy of Artisan fjitenummrnt
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'SmoochyV dark comedy falls short
BY ZAK SALIH

\tnwr writer

Satire, like an omelet or an
$K hamburger, never tastes well
when overcooked. If left in the
pan or on the grill too long, it
toughens and tastes so ridiculously manufactured that it
resembles the end product of a
fast-food
conveyor
belt.
Director
Danny
DeVito's
"Death to Smoochy" is one of
theM tragic v ictims of satire — a
film which deserves to be used
lik*- fast food: as a last resort.
The "dark" comedy (dark
only because it has the colorful,
humanitarian Robin Williams
plaving an expletive-spitting,
not-quite-all-there
children's
show host) begins with police
catching Rainbow Randolph
(Williams) taking money from
parents who want their kids to
be the ones in front of the cameras. The stereotypically slick
and sinister production team at
KidNet, played by Catherine
Keener
("Being
John

Malkovich) and )on Stewart
("Big Daddy"), attempts to And
a quick replacement children's
show host. Their salvation
comes in the form of Sheldon
Mopes (Ed Norton), a struggling actor whose purple rhi-

"DEATH TO SMOOCHY"
STARRING:
ROBIN WILLIAMS,
CATHERINE KEENER
RATED: R
RUNNING TIME:

101 MINUTES

noceros, Smoochy, alludes more
to that notorious purple
dinosaur of popular culture
than anything found on Animal
Planet Randolph, down on his
luck and out on the street,
loathes Smoochy so much that
he plots to ruin Smoochy's
career — permanently.

potty mouth and subdued,
Throw in a weasel-like manager, violent but unintimidating shadowed violence to make
gangsters,
money-grubbing satire honest and visceral.
Frankly, I much rather precharities and enough hyperacfer Arnold Schwarzenegger's
tive, hotwired, sugar-high children to power a small electrical
Christmas
dilemmas
in
plant and you have all the ingre"(ingle All The Way" to the
dients that
writer Adam
bitter rivalry of Rainbow
Resnick and DeVito use to cook
Randolph and "the bastard
a bland satire of mass conson of Barney" in "Death to
sumerism, popular culture, chil- Smoochy." At least
with
dren's television shows, enter"Jingle All The Way" the
tainment ethics — the themes 'viewer was aware of the
are so many that the film trips
ridiculousness before sitting
over its own satirical purpose
in
the
theater. With
and becomes just another one of
"Smoochy,"
I
expected
macabre, smart satire; what I
"those" comedies that are good
for a rental mi a weekday night
got was sugarcoated dumb"Death to Smoochy" has ness barely held up by a few
humorous scenes.
been publicized as a "dark"
comedy yet its attitude rings
Yet there is one lesson that
more of silly immaturity
can be gleaned from the overthan darkness and twisted
done
satire
that
is
humor.
The
description
"Smoochy."
Surprisingly
"dark comedy" implies a
enough, it has nothing to do
seriousness and a tightly
with
greed,
corruption,
crafted plot — both of which
friendship or marketing. The
"Death to Smoochy" lacks. It
lesson: Keep your children
takes more than Williams'
away from the television.
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Now Books
60%-90% off retail
Open Today thru April 21
Open Only during Scheduled Dates from 9ut-7m Doily
Featuring large selections o( history,

computer books, cookbooks & much more,

literature, children's books, reference,

located between Harrisonburg & Staunton.

health & self-help, science & noture,

Take 1-81 to exit 240; turn east on Rd. 682

religion, philosophy, political science,

& watch for the signs. Call for more info.

Green Valley Book Fair
|

•

7197 Gn»n Volley In, Ml. Crawford, VA 22141
800-385 0099
www.gvbookfair.com/jmu

Come Down p0t

inment
Huge Sandwich Menu
BBQ Chicken Sandwich $4.95
Smokehouse Burger $5.25
Crabcake Sandwich $6.25

Got any styWi kkasfPP
Wei, pass em on to your styfcsh edtorsl

(ttnt Hint: The A-fasnton-nado is
graduating. A style section without a
fashion columnist is worse than wearing
white socks with black shoes.)
Cat Brenna and Akson at *8-3SI

Sororiti) Scholastic
AchieuEmenTRecogriltTon
Panhellenic would like to congratulate
the following Greek women for their
outstanding achievement:
Highest Member GPA From Each Chapter:
IK-Ashley Turnage
AIA-Jackie Lawinski
AZT-Megan Donohue
IZZ-Shannon McClure
ZTA-Amy Harper
AO-Jill McGainey
AT-Maria La Plante
AAA-Trisha Gonitzke
Most Improved Member GPA:
IK-Emily Hunter
III-Lorin Phillips
AIA-Nora Neill
AT-Lindsay McGhuy

Salads
All you can eat
Sabd/Pasta Bar $4.99
Grilled Hot Dog & Fries
Combo$l.9S
\*geanri Derm AvjfcUe

tmjtm

Winp25<e>ch
Sett fy donor I ft dot
(eat n only)
EOTdt/Km » Sun O* •» B 99 bj
SunoyBnnch Ilim-Jpm
CMm,t'>thth

Highest New Member GPA:
AIA-Kelly Harvey
AAA-Susan Altieri
Highest Big/Little Sister GPA:
Ill-Danielle Clavelli and Mandi Williams
AIA-Katie Kerwin and Jessica Leilli
IK-Caitlin Price and Amanda Sawez-Glasner
106 Women have over a 3.5 cumulative GPA!
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Artist gives out smooth
and rough "Impressions *?
Bv TRICIA FRENMI I I
contributing writer

Relationship report: All D's
BY ANNA CULBRETH

contributing writer
Is IMU a microcosm of the
real world in the romance
ilrp.irtment; 's romance rapidly declining, while lust is on
the rise?
Some of you might know me
as the Valentine's Day skeptic
and some of you might not. but
iilhi-r way I feel uV naad to put
out this disclaimer. Although
this artick' is rooted in truth, it is
solely for entertainment purposes, and please forgive the
gender-biased perspective but
Ifl all I have to work with. I do
not consider myself to be a
flighty individual with tuporficial motives and 1 am fully
aware that there are far more
I i' -nig issues than my love
life. However, I figured some
just might be able to relate to the
CliMS of the romance declension
here at JMU.
I have come up with four
distirut romance phases that
have coincided with my four
years at JMU We will call the
pluses the four disenchanted
I is
Disillusioned,
Denial,
I hslieartcned and Driven.
We begin with exhibit A,
Disillusioned, which begins in
the early stages of freshman
year. During this time period, a
young
female
becomes
enchanted by the, ever so typei.i.st, fraternity boy (don't get
me wrong here, my experience
COtlld have been unique so the
male Greek community need
not lake Ihe wrap) Where WM
I? Ah yes, disillusioned.
The initial stages of a blosBOOting "romance" are characterized in frequenting keg par::i the various basements on
Creek Row and overstaying
One's welcome at the fraternity
of choice. Often the female
remain* at the party until the
olher female "threats" have

exited the party. This elongated
staying time, often is reaffirming to the self-worth of the lucky
fraternity members of choice. At
this stage of romance, the young
female's idea of courting is the
token "brother" who allows her
to take precedence over the
mass mob gathered around Ihe
single keg He even entitles her
to her own personalized plastic
cup, leaving her smitten right
off the bat. The female feels pretty good about herself and just as
narcissism starts to kick in. she
rubs shoulders with the new hot
commcxiity in a tighter (more
booby) shirt faithfully being led
to the front of the mob. "Great,"
you think, "he's in love with
someone else "

-66The female feels pretty
good about herself and
just as narcissism
starts to kick in, she
rubs shoulders with the
new hot commodity...

-9i

Come sophomore year, Ihe
female enters a transitional
romantic year called the Denial
phase in the romantic process.
She is not yet disheartened
by the homogeneity of the
opposite gender community.
Kalher she adopts an extremelv
optimistic gender role perspective. This is the year of the "I
can md will change him" mentality. In other words, she relies
on her exceptional charm to
transform the unwilling participant into an emotionally disclosing, commitment machine
(usually the experimental guy

is the same pin-pointed member of the fraternity from the
previous year). Also evident
during this phase is the idea
that multiple partners really
isn't fulfilling to him, and he
just needs the right girl to show
him what he is missing. Denial.
Fade to junior year and we
enter the third phase I like to
call, the disheartened phase.
Due to unrerurned phone calls
and an excess of "other"
females, she has lost some confidence and stamina of the previous year. As a result of staggering romantic aggression, one
most likely will have resorted to
other alternatives. Some, such
as myself, may choose to go
abroad. Some may choose to
lose themselves in the books in
order to compensate for the
two-year commitment to a lost
i.uise. Still some desperate soul
may begin to take up extracurricular activities, such as kickboxing or other aggression
releasers. There is a tireless need
to resort to the therapy provided by trashy romance novels
and a frightening n»liance on
soap opera-esque television
shows to show you what love
should really be like. And how a
real man such as Dawson Leery
might handle a situation.
The fourth and final phase is
marked by extreme female
autonomy. I like to call this one
the Driven phase. A female is
convinced that she is an
extremely rare member of the
gender. She knows that she is a
"good catch" and that someone
obviously missed out considerably. The fraternity boy from
freshman year is now a distant
memory. One is driven by the
idea that Ihe next phase of life
will produce an influx of compatible types. (I don't know
about you, but upon coming to

see DRIVING, page 16

The UCC Staff

An embrace and a weathered face or sheets of foil and
rocks — these are completely
different objects and yet all
are
combined
in
photographs to leave a lasting
impression.
Subtle suggestions taken with a camera
or torn from a sheet of foil
lead the viewers of Scott
Smith's art exhibit on an
"adventurous
journey
through a landscape of
reflection, of introspection,"
Paul Caponigrpo, a landscape photographer, said in
Smith's artist statement.
Smith's
exhibit,
"Impressions." on display at
Ihe New Image Gallery in
/irklo I louse through April 26,
revolves around the "impressions made upon both our
inner and outer being," according to Smith's statement
By using only black and
while photographs and black
aluminum foil as the medium. Smith attempts to create
landscapes, which relate to
how humans view themselves and otht rs
One half of the exhibit is
entitled Ihe "Quarry Stria,"
which was of an abandoned
soapstone
quarry
near
Scotlsville. His focus in
these pieces is on the
"weave of texture and mark
ings on Ihe stone," according to his statement.
A piece in the "Quarry
Series"called "Sliver" brings out
Ihe contrast between soft lines
versus hard lines. The photograph is of a rock sepemlcd by .1
thin. slr,n^hl sliver in tile middle. The rock on Ihe right side of
this s|i\,r is very textured with
consistent, str.iight, hard lines.
But on the left side of the sliver,
the rock has a soft, almost wavy
consistency, which contrasts
dranutu.iliy with the ri^hl side
of the photograph.
The other half of the exhibit is entitled Ihe "Foil Series,"
which are several collages of
toil p|«cM that Smith lil "in
order to create a layered
space in which the multiple

impressions emerge," according to his statement. Mis focus
in these pieces is the contrast
between rough and smooth
edges and surfaces and hard
and sofl lines.
In one piece called "Reject,"
there is a definite play between
smooth and rough edges and
surfaces. The foil object on the
right of the piece is torn, crumpled and old looking, presumably the "reject." The one on the
left, however, is smooth, pristine
and perfect, in that all its edges
are perfectly straight. The contrast between these two objects
is very dramatic and n-allv
emphasizes Smith's contrast
between smooth and rough.
To create the quarry pictures.
Smith photographed landscapes he found. To create the
foil landscapes, however. Smith
nibbed foil over certain objects.

which he said in his statement,
creates an object that is a "kind
of relief map of the original."
Smith said in his statement
that his inspiration was the different "aspects (tf the human figure " I le plays up the contrast
between old and young, perfect
and imperfect, in these works by
using the contrasts between
smooth and rough.
After leaving the exhibit,
viewers can come to an understanding that whether young or
old, our inner and outer selves
come together to form beauty
and contrast.
Zirkle House is located
on South Main Street and
there is no charge for admission to the gallery. Hour's of
operation
are
Monday
through Thursday, noon lo 5
p.m.
and
Friday
and
Saturday, noon to 4 p m.

Artist Scott Smith's exhibit, "Impressions" will be on display
in Zirkle House through April 26. Smith said In his artist's
statement that the work he produced In this collection
revolves around the the "Impressions made upon both our
inner and outer being." He did this through the use of black
aluminum loll and black and white photographs.

THANKS
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Our fabulous Student Employee/
Michelle Alexander
Megan Angevine
Jen Arches
Daniel Baber
Brenna Bailey
Emily Baker
Sarah Barnes
Josh Benson
Christina Bernhardt
Mike Bickeli
Molly Bowman
) 11 flirt Boye
Kristin Broughton
Kari Caleflo
Natalie Canadas
Shannon Carter
Saba Chughtai
Mike Citro
Laura Clark
Lisa Clark
Margo Clarke
Sarah Clendanicl
Benton Cole
Erin Conley
Cameron Davis
Chris Denhardt
Dillon Dillion
Stefanie Doyle
Kei Edogun
Josh Earley
IfeomaEze
Kevin Finley
Lamont Finn
Brandon Fish

Rachel Franco
Lisa Coins
Michael Goodman
Faith Graham
Lauren Grooms
Stephanie Guy
Chris Guyton
Elizabeth Hamilton
Russell Hammond
Kelly Heindel
Adam Henrikson
Michelle Herring
Andy Hester
Erika Hicks
Kevin Hoch
Megan Hochkeppel
Tarra Holman
Kathleen Holmes
Amy Ibach
TJ Imbrigiotta
Andrea Innes
Tanisha Jennings
Chris Johnson
Craig Johnson
Jamcejones
Amanda J ordan
Natalie Kappel
Susan Kim
Amanda Koerth
Laura Krcmpasky
Rich Laird
Don Lane
Kimalee Langham
Lauren Larkcn

Tara Lineberry
Judson Little
Shanelle Lord
Heather Lynch
Anthony
Marchegiano
Elizabeth Martin
Chris Martines
Angela McDaniel
Katherine
McDonald
Sarah McMichael
Stephanie
McNerney
Andrea Mil<>
Ashley Morton
Mike Moutenot
Brent Mullins
Hilarie Nicolson
Paul Nostros
Brendan O Connor
Brian O Dwyer
Amy Opilla
Maria-Jose Ovalle
Vince Pacific
Christianna Page
David Page
Chrissy Phalon
Lorin Phillips
Tashyan Pitter
Lauren Plemmons
William Pope
Danielle Povar
Ryan Pudloski

Matt Purdy
Elisabeth Ranger
Carlenc Rannells
Roxic Reeves
Gabby Revilla
Amy Roeser
Stephanie Sandlin
Rebecca Sasse
Samantha Scott
Emily Scruggs
Matt Seward
Cicely Shelton
Gabe Slifka
Frank Smith
Diana Smyth
Kate Snyder
Jordanna Spencer
Chris Stoney
Jennifer Suthff
Karlayne Varney
Denis Wane
Nick Ward
Justin Warner
Angela Watkins
Kyue Wikinson
Mandy Williams
Molly Williams
Joshua Wilson
J.P.Javier-Wong
Emily Wyman
Heather Yattaw

We cippreciole what you did to make thi/ a GREAT year!

I
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A-fashion-adieu

A-FASIII(l\ Mill I .frompage 13
As I ride off into the fashion sunset. I leave you with
some timeless advice which
you dread) knew, but just
needed to be reminded about.
This piece of advice is
something I subtlety mentioned in a couple of my
columns.
So here is my advice, not
for .he week, but for the rest
01 your life: Wear what you
want as long as vou are
happy with what you have
on. The irony of a fashion
columnist writing this is not
lost on me.
Mav fashion continue to

FUGAZI jama away In
the closing act of
MACRoCk 2002. Not
only was this conference filled with performances, several
workshops and discussions were held
for the Independent
music Industry,
teaching differont
ways to "make It" to
the big scene.

bless each and every one ol
you with stylish outfits This
is the A-fashion-nado signing off. Good day.
The dictionary itiCribtt
fashion as "that which what
lookt nict ii' wt n
Hi. I'm lames David and
you may remember me from
such great fashion moment- .<"The A-fashion-nado makeover
contest."
As I depart, I want to leave
you with this: Don't cry tor me
fashionistas, the truth is /'//
never leave you. all through
my wild days, my mad tXU
tence. I kept my promise, don't
keep your distant t

Driving through
romance phases East Coast bands hit town stages
CHRIS \An7J)\/Mag ph.H,igmi*rr

IWIVlXG.from page 15
to college, I had prepped
myself for a whole new
genre of men only to be met
by the same level of commitment only a year older.)
So preparation begins for
the new vou: relentlessly
searching jobs to ensure
independence, security Ind
self-worth. At this stage,
friends are the most important priority After all, they
held your hand throughout
all four stages of this
painstaking process.
If my male counterpart is
out there (which I am
extremely skeptical about).

he must realize the emotional
baggage that I have acquired
over my university years.
The cynicism is mounting,
but irreparable harm has not
been done.
Just recently, a small Incident restored my faith in
romance. For the sake of preserving masculinity, I will
not reveal the location. I
encountered a male writing a
card, presumably to a female,
and copying it from a prewritten rough draft COD] I
would like to give this man
an inner editorial "Pal" for
making my four years at
JMU worth the wait.

EAST.frompageU
These different workshops cept. For example, in the covers and stickers to screenMACRoCk committee, but were set up to be informative "Media Democracy" panel, printing T-shirts and posters.
also from the rest of the WXJM about music in general and given by several Philadelphia
In the "Turning DIY Hi-Fi"
staff and from the JMU and to give hands-on help to for- networks, the central princi- workshop, Karl Groves, of
Harrisonburg communities.
mative bands who are just pal was, "Don't hate the Recoil Entertainment helped
Nolen, a co-coordinator getting started. These work- media. Become the media."
bands learn how to promote
for MACRoCk, said, "The shops taught how to make
"These panels were very themselves. He spoke on techWXJM staff were a great sup- buttons, stickers and other informative. They talked about niques in advertising, booking
port and help to the band paraphernalia.
finding truth in the media to tours and other basic rips that
MACRoCk committee. We
The workshops had over helping to get your band on the would help bands get their
depended on them so much. 50 people in attendance for FM in the DIY [do it yourself] names out to the public. •
The Harrisonburg communi- each panel. A prevalent theme workshops, "Castiglione said.
As many fans lined up eagerty and JMU were amazing in within these forums was that
In one of the do-it-your- ly to see the final showcase dedworking with us."
one person in a community self panels, "DIY Merch," the icated to the band FUGAZI, the
MACRoCk was not only can make a difference.
instructors Kyle Bravo and general sentiment was overabout the bands. Panel disAnother common theme leremy Taylor taught the whelmingly
positive
for
cussions and workshops .vas that as each community audience how to make mer- MACRoCk this year because of
were set up to promote the helps each other, America will chandise for free, from mak- their promise to return for the
independent music industry. become a less abstract con- ing their own buttons, album next MACRoCk.

Virginia Dermatology & Maxillofacial Surgery
540-434-DERM (3376)
Acne • Skin Problems • Cosmetic Skin Care • Psoriasis
• Medical & Surgical Treatment of Skin Cancer • Lupus •
• Melanoma • Eczema • Moles • Warts • Herpes

We Con Fix It!

• All Insurance Plans Filed • New Patients Welcome •
3360 Emmaus Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
1 Block from the Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles in Front ot Grace
Covenant Church. Providers for Trigon, Southern Health. Medicare.

baby

we'want

YOU

The Bluestone staff is now
accepting applicants for the
2002-2003 Bluestone staff.
Applications, cover letter and
resume due in The Bluestone
office, Anthony-Seeger 217, by
Friday, April 12 at 5 p.m.
Applicotioni con bt picktd up al lh. Blu.uon. Oflic.

Questions?
Call Sally or Allison at 568-6541
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The NCAA's worst nightmare

Former UCLA linebacker Ramogi Huma
leads the Financial charge for athletes all
over the nation
See story below
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"Her overall athletic presence attracted
my attention when she was only a
sophomore in high school."
JENNIFER ULEHLA

lacrosse coach
See story below

LACROSSE

In a successful Staedt of mind
Lacrosse junior midfielder Lisa Staedt looks to lead Dukes back to NCAAs
BY AARON GRAY
staff writer

When junior lacrosse player
Lisa Staedt first came to JMU,
the label of superstar was not
attached. She was hesitant to
compete for a nationally recognized program, and she was
unsure of her real talent.
Three years later, she has
been considered one of the best
athletes to come though the
accomplished JMU lacrosse program and heightened her game
to an elite level.

The early years
Staedt's first love was basketball, but her athletic ability
fueled a competitive fire. Along
with lacrosse, Staedt played on
the soccer team for three years
and gave tennis a try her junior
year at Springfield High School
in Pennsylvania. That little
attempt at trying something
new landed her the No. 2 seed
on the varsity tennis team
Staedt credits her mother, a
softball player, for being the
biggest influence in her life.
"She always kept me active and
was always willing to sign me
up for sports," Staedt said.
"Looking back, I really appreciate what she has done for me."
In the seventh grade, Staedt
encountered her would-be high
school coach. At the time, Keith
Broom was the coach for her
traveling basketball team. I le
was attracted to her abilities
from the start and knew her athletic career would not be limited
to just basketball.
'I was lucky enough to
coach her twice." said Broom,
who took ovot tha girls'
lacrosse program when Staedt
was in high school "Lisa
Saved varsity in every sport.
ie has always been a leader
on the field and worked at top
speed in practice."
Lisa was named the Daily
Times Lacrosse Player of the
Year in Pennsylvania as a sen-

ior and was named as an honorable mention All-American.
She led the lacrosse team to the
state championship that season and also was named to the
first team All-Central league
for basketball.
Broom referred to Staedt
U the best athlete he has ever
seen. He guided Staedt in her
future college decisions and
knew she was capable of
competing with the nation's
best. Penn State University,
Ohio State University and
Rutgers University were just
a few powerhouse schools
i\ ho h.ul its eyes on Staedt.
"After I came to JMU to visit,
I had my heart set into coming
here." Staedt said. "The girls
from the team were great and I
BppfWMated that I also liked the
friendly atmosphere here."

-66
She had all the raw
athletic ability and she
had the right attitude. I
just went with that and
she responded.
— .1 i iiinl'i r( It hla
JMU lacrosse coach

-??
Coach Jennifer Ulehla also
took notice of her obvious
athletic abilities.
"Her overall athletic presi-iiif .itti.u ii'.l ruy attention
when she was only a sophomon in high KhOOL" Ulehla
said
"She wasn't heavily
recruited though; I think many
coaches underestimated her
athletic ability."
Staedt was reluctant in
her transition to the Division
I game. Before she joined the

ranks, JMU appeared in
three
straight
NCAA
Tournaments and was considered a national contender.

The JMU experience
Staedt has credited Ulehla
with elevating her game dramatically since her arrival at
JMU. In Staedt's freshman
year, the two worked together
to develop strength and coordination in her left hand,
which in turn, improved her
scoring tendencies.
"She had all the raw athletic
ability and she had the right
attitude/' Ulehla said. "I just
went with that and she
responded; she was willing to
t.iiM' on every challenge."
Staedt started 14 games for
the Dukes in the 2000 campaign
as a freshman. She netted 20
goals and had eight assists as an
attacker. Her presence on the
field as a flashy player undermines opponent's defenses and
gave the Dukes something to
look forward to.
"Sometimes you get players
who are great athletes but have
a bad attitude," Ulehla said.
"They expect things to come to
them, and it takes time to develop the right expectations. With
Lisa, she came into the program
as a mature, hard working player. She has improved greatly
and has been an incredible asset
to this program since her freshman season."
As a sophomore, Staedt led
the team in scoring (39 goals),
points (50) and was second in
ground balls (33) and caused
turnovers (19). She received the
JMU Coaches Award, was
named to the All-CAA first
team, the CAA All-Tournament
team and the All-South
Regional Second team. The
Dukes captured the CAA crown
last year but lost in the national
quarterfinals to the University
of Maryland, 11-9.
"I brought my girls down to

see that game," Broom said.
"Lisa was all over the field; they
had to double-team her the
entire game. I pointed her out to
my team and was proud to say I
had the privilege of coaching
such a fine athlete."

Leader of Ihe pack
Staedt currently leads the
CAA in scoring with 44 goals.
This year, Ulehla moved her
back to the mid-field position so
she can control the tempo of the
game She also was voted as a
captain for the team.
"I've always tried to do my
best and to be a leader on the
field," Staedt said. "Our other
captain, (senior) Kristen Dinisio
is more of the vocal leader."
Assistant coach Brooke
Crawford said of Staedt, "she
deserves to be captain of this
team because of her presence
on the field. Not only is she one
of the best players to come
though JMU, her strength as a
player is in her ability to lead
by example."
Staedt said, "all of my personal goals are basically team
goals — we want to make the
NCAA Tournament."
Staedt has been the focus of
opposing defenses this season,
seeing double-team coverage
thoughout and humbly accepting the role of the team's top
offensive leader.
"She's that good," Ulehla
said, "The key to our team's
success is that we don't have to
rely on Lisa. She's the type of
player that can get her teammates into the action. She
always puts her team before
herself — a coach's dream."
As for her future plans
Staedt said, "1 want to play hard
and finish my college lacrosse
career strong. I'm kind of undecided on what happens after
school. Hopefully, whatever I
learn from lacrosse will carry
over and help me in the rest of
my life."

ROBERT NATT/jffliiw phmunnipher

The Lisa Staedt File:
360 Lacrosse 2002 Preseason All-American pick
Team leader in goals (39) and total points (50) for
2001 season
All-CAA firsf team (2001)
CAA All-tournament team (2001)
JMU Coaches Award (2001)

Former athlete challenges NCAA

READY, AIM, FIRE

Collegiate Athletes Coalition raises awareness for players

DAVE K\M/s*nwr phMugmphei
The Dukes archery team hosted the
JMU Invitational Saturday at Godwin
field. Senior Brad Flala placed first In
the Olympic round of the International
Archery Federation's men's recurve
competition, while sophomore Kelly

Clark took first In the Olympic round
for women's recurve. The JMU men
placed second overall In the team
compound competition, one point
behind first place finisher Penn
State University.

BY MARK EMMONS
Knight-Ridder Newspapers
Ramogi Huma never intended to become an activist.
Yet as a freshman linebacker
at UCLA in 1995, Huma saw
things that made him wonder.
Like when the NCAA suspended a teammate for accepting $150 in groceries left on his
doorstep by an agent who had
heard him complain during a
radio interview about not having enough to eat.
The next spring, Huma
attended a team meeting where
the coach preached the importance of attending off-season
workouts. Then UCLA's compliance officer added that if
players got hurt during these
"voluntary" sessions, they
wouldn't be covered by the
school's insurance.
"These rules come from so
high up that you can't even
see where they're made,"
Huma said. "All you know is
that as an athlete, you have to
follow them."
Now a former athlete,
Huma is trying to change
them. And he might be the
NCAA's worst nightmare.
Huma created the Collegiate
Athletes Coalition, which
intends to be a sort of players
association for Division I jocks
— something that closely
resembles a union.
Since its formation 15
months ago, the CAC has
signed up about 500 football
and basketball players from 12
schools — including every
Pacific-10 Conference member
except Cal. Stanford basketball
star Casey Jacobsen is one
prominent athlete involved.
The CAC's demands are
modest, including better
health coverage and scholarships that reflect the actual
cost of attending a university.
What's radical is the concept

of athletes banding together to
challenge the NCAA.

"It feels like a high school
team going up against the
Cros," said Huma, 24. "But we
ave a very good strategy."
And friends — the United
Steelworkers of America.
Last weekend's Final Four
marks the culmination of the
wildly popular NCAA men's
basketball tournament. It's also
a cash cow. The tournament
generates 80 percent of the
NCAA's revenue. Starting next
season the CBS contract jumps
to $6.2 billion over 11 years.
The NCAA notes that this
money is used to subsidize
sports that don't generate
their own revenue. But Tim
Waters, the steelworkers' liaison to the CAC, said it's
wrong that not a dime of this
money reaches the players.
"We see the NCAA as a corporation that's exploiting the
people who are making a lot of
money for it," Waters said.
"Maybe athletes come and go
every five years, but we're not
going away and the NCAA better recognize that."
The NCAA, in turn, views
the CAC-steelworkers affiliation with suspicion.
"We think we already have a
very workable and good structure for student-athletes,"
NCAA spokeswoman Jane
lankowski said.
Andrew Zimbalist, a Smith
College
economist
and
NCAA critic, said the CAC
has several valid concerns.
Yet he has reservations.
"It doesn't seem to me that
unionization is in the cards, so
I'm not really sure where the
steelworkers think they're taking this," said Zimbalist, author
of "Unpaid
Professionals
Commercialism and Conflict in
Big-Time College Sports." "It
does seem like an odd pairing."

Huma said the CAC simply
is trying to bring needed change
tc college athletics.
Nobody needs to tell Huma
that there is little sympathy for
"exploited" student-athletes.
They receive scholarships —
often to universities they otherwise would not be able to
attend. They get publicity.
It's also common to hear
stories of athletes lining their
pockets. Last month, a former
Michigan booster was indicted for allegedly paying
$600,000 to four former
Wolverines basketball stars —
including Chris Webber.
"People already think we're
spoiled athletes who get everything," Huma said.
But, he adds, the concept of a
"free ride" is an illusion.
Athletes are required to commit
long hours to their sport in
return for a scholarship. Huma
also maintains that colleges
aren't keeping their end of the
bargain While he acknowledges universities aren't solely
at fault, less than 50 percent of
Division I football players and
only 35 percent of basketball
players graduate.
Even though the CAC leadership consists of just five former athletes, they've created a
buzz. The group recently was
profiled on "60 Minutes."
Huma has appeared before a
congressional subcommittee.
The Wall Street Journal labeled
him "Norma Raeat UCLA."
It's heady stuff for a guy
whose football career ended
because of a hip injury, who
recently received his master's
degree in public health and who
aspires to open a group home
for troubled youth.
But he is committed to
expanding the CAC. He envisions it as something similar to
so* FORMER, page IS
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Shell-shocked: Dukes top Maryland

Baseball sweeps
William & Mary

SIIEIJ.-SHOCKED.from fuge 1

The Diamond Dukes
swept a three-game
series against the College
of William & Mary with
an 8-2 win Sunday. JMU
is now 26-7 overall and
4-1 in the conference.
Softball falls to
Delaware
The Dukes lost a fourrun lead in the seventh
inning to fall to the
University of Delaware
5-4 Sunday.
JMU split a double
header Saturday with
the Blue Hens, losing the
first game 3-0 before
winning the second
game 4-0.

Men's Rugby

were positioning the ball
very well." Ulehla said.
"Defensively we stepped it up
in the second half."
JMU fell behind 2-0 in the
first five minutes, giving up
early goals to Maryland's
Meredith F.gan and Kristie
Leggio. Dukes' senior Kristen
I >inisio scored at 24:21 to pull
JMU within one at 2-1, but
Egan scored her second goal at
19:23 to push the lead to 3-1.
Maryland's Courtney Hobbs
made the score 4-1 with her
goal at 17:16, forcing Ulehla
to call timeout. The complexion of the game would not be
the same.
Out of the timeout. Staedt
scored at 15:44 to close the gap
10 4 2 Maryland and JMU then
traded goals twice. Sonia Judd
and Acacia Walker scoring for
the Terps, while Dinisio and
Decker scored for the Dukes to
make the score 6-4.
Decker scored again with
9:01 left in the first, and after
another Maryland score,
Staedt and freshman attacker
Jessica Brownridge scored to
tie the game at 7-7. The Terps
regained the lead on Egan's
third goal, and took an 8-7
lead into the half. It was a
lead that would not last.

"We made ourselves a net miss on a fast break kept
threat in the second half," the score 10-9. JMU capitalized
Staedt, a preseason Ail- when Staedt scored her third
American pick said. "We had goal at 10:19, giving the Dukes
so much to play for this game, a two-goal cushion at 11 -9.
and nothing to lose."
"My defense came up
The Dukes scored the first huge," Dukes' freshman goalthree goals of the second half. keeper Amy Altig said. "We
Decker tying the game on her really held great body position
third goal at 26:13, senior and capitalized on a lot of
attacker McNevin Molloy ground balls. We had that fire in
putting JMU ahead at 9-8 and our eyes, and we just went out
Brownridge scoring her sec- and got it."
ond goal at 20:09 to cap the
Maryland's Leggio scored
run at 10-8. Over that span, her second goal at 3:33 to
Maryland totaled three offen- make the score 11-10, but the
sive possessions.
Terps would get no closer.
"I told them the key to the Altig made her ninth and
game was draw control," final save on a free position
Ulehla said. "We pressured shot by the Terps' Hobbs
them into making bad passes, with 1:40 remaining preservand that kind of set the tone in ing the lead and the win for
the midfield."
JMU. The Dukes rushed the
Staedt also said having con- field in celebration after the
trol of the ball was vital in shut- final horn.
ting down the Terps.
"I've been in that position
"In the second half we came before," Altig said of her final
out and got the ball," Staedt save. "I knew I needed to make
said. "Us keeping control of the that save."
ball helped us to keep control of
Ulehla said of Altig,
the game."
"clearly she came up with
Walker scored her second some fabulous saves. It's like
goal for Maryland at 14:53 to the old cliche that de'ense
cut the Dukes' lead to 10-9, but wins championships."
the Terps missed on two goldStaedt said, "we needed a
en opportunities after that. A big win like this. We needed it
free position shot missed by just for ourselves It was the best
Mobbs, followed by an open feeling in the world."

Men's rugby competed in the Mid-Atlantic
Championships
last
weekend. JMU defeated
Kutztown University
Saturday, 29-18. JMU
defeated the University
of Delaware Sunday,
17-13, placing fifth in
the tournament.

Women's Rugby
The women's rugby
team defeated American
University 68-0 and West
Chester University 19-0
last weekend. Later this
month, JMU advances to
the USA Rugby National
Tournament.

OHLKT NATTVnMw/**.«rii/nvr
JMU sophomore Jesse Collins battles with the Terrapins' Molly Lambert for possession.

Former UCLA football player
now tackling NCAA glitch
FORMER, from page 17
cost" scholarships and that
another familiar institution on NCAA committees are studying
campus — the fraternity sys- the feasibility of achieving both.
Student-athletes are in a
tem. Huma also said he has no
intention of wielding the labor better position going through
the
system,"
he adds.
movement's greatest weapon.
"We're not advocating "Administrators listen to us.
striking," he said "Our issues It's misguided to be going
carry a lot of weight because through an organization that
doesn't have the influence we
they're reasonable."
But while the steel workers already have. 1 don't know if
— who are covering the C AC's the CAC is necessary."
Yet it's clear that Huma's
expenses — give them clout,
the union's participation also message carries weight. Huma
said the only reason schools
nfeM eyebrows.
"Our motivation isn't to such as (the University of Cal
have a bunch of dues-payers," ifornia} aren't involved is
said Gary Mubbard, the steel- because the CAC has yet to visit
workers' public-affairs director. those campuses.
"We see it as an opportunity to
"We've had 100 percent
demonstrate to young people interest," he said. "I don't anticthe benefits of a union."
ipate ever finding one athlete
But would they like to see who doesn't think this is the
college athletes unionized?
right thing to do."
"Absolutely," Hubbard said.
More protections for athletes
"It's a novel issue."
is a good idea, said Zimbalist,
That's where people like the author. Where he and the
Stanford Athletic Director Ted CAC part ways is the issue of
Leland see trouble.
luniu'ling money to athletes.
"You can argue convincingEven earmarking an extra
ly for their platform," Leland $2,000 for each athlete — one
said. "But I don't foresee a CAC goal — is not as easy as it
bright future for undergradu- sounds, Zimbalist said. He
ate, special-interest unions on notes that schools often have
college campuses."
500 to 600 athletes, so such a
Unions, Leland said, would plan would be costly at a time
create an employer-employee when most athletic programs
relationship that would under- are losing money.
mine the culture of college athlie is in favor of more
letics — if not destroy it.
sweeping reforms — such as
"If it became necessary to have drastically cutting the hours
a union to have a football pro- athletes are asked to devote to
raoi I think we'd drop the foot- their sport and restricting
ball program," Leland said. "Our games to non-class days.
president is not going to want to
"That's better than just
haw to deal with a union."
throwing a few dollars at the
A meeting was scheduled problem,"
Zimbalist said.
between the CAC and NCAA at "Some kids at the top schools
Stanford in January to discuss probably are getting exploited,
health issues, including the but it's just not something to get
deaths of three college football all worried about with all the
players during workouts last other injustices and hypocrisies
year. But the NCAA backed out, in college sports."
on the recommendation of its
For now. Huma's goal is to
Student-Athlete Advisory sign up more schools and athCommittee — a 31-member, letes. The idea is to create
non-voting group.
strength in numbers the "tyran"We are a little skeptical about nical" NCAA can't ignore.
the steelworkers and their con"We have the power to insticern for our welfare," said SAAC gate change, and they don't
chairman Michael Aguirre, an want change," Huma said. "It's
Arizona State graduate student inevitable these changes are
and former football player.
going to come. I think the
Aguirre said he agrees with NCAA is in the denial stage."
I luma on issues such as better
That, he adds, also will
insurance coverage and "full change

Extra, Extra!
Read All About
A Hook-lJp You Won't Regret!

UDAP Week:
April 15-19
9 AM-4:30 PM
Warren Hall, 3rd Floor
Buy Your UDAP Contracts and Talk to the Utility Companies!
Get Hooked-up!
$30 Cash, Flex, or Credit Card
We save you Money!

Dean Hashimoto,
A.B.. M.S.. M.D., J.D., M.O.H.. and now. finally. IRA.
As a man who's devoted his life to the pursuit of knowledge. Dean Hashimoto
wasn't going to pick a retirement plan without first doing his homework.
That's why he chose an IRA from us. the people with over 80 years' experience
managing portfolios lor the world's sharpest minds. After discovering that our
IRA* offer a variety ol investment choices and low expenses, he decided to add
one to his resume. A wise choice, by a very wise man.
Los o" 'o< <d>as. advice, and results TIAA-CREForg or call (800) 642 2776
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FOR RENT
To Better Serve Your

2 ledroom. 2 Bath •
fully
furnished. e»celient condition, very
clean. Convenient
to JMU.
Available R'l/02. Call Ken
HenskJy. ?9». ^074.

Housing Needs UR&PM
Offers to You
• 32 Years Experience

Rcon on Smith Main Street
•235 1275. Available vnmatSataly.
Can 407-4057

• Selected Locations
• JMU Alumni
• Local Residents
• Greater Selections
• Individual Services
Ptease contact u* at
University Realty &
Property Management
1587 Port Republic Road
Hameonourg VA 22601
540-434-4444 « 800-JMU-4558
Brand New 1 Bedroom Apartments
an appliances, available Aug 17,
$435 4331569

PARK APARTMENTS
I. 2. at y hvdroorm
OH protldi-d for heal,
cooking & (mi water
Oprinn f»r Al I - I'TII IIV
inclusion
►tonic* .mil.M.
Short Ism lpa»c* iiptlonal
fet li i. IHIU comnienilt

( all (5-l(»l433-3*11

Almost New Large 1 Bedroom
AperInvents • W/D. available 8/17.
$400 $425. 4331569.
Acioaa trom Hospital on Centre*!
Ave. • 4 BR. 1 bath, laundry, off
street perking. DSL. 12 mo. lease.
Kline Property Mgmt . 4386800.

Ofll ampusllousinii.com
YOU HAVK A CBOICBI
I Halrnmns
Medium Terrace
Hunlcrv Rnlrc
Starting as Stttl
1 Hcilrmmis

■

I' ' i^ing Opnxriuniiy
Hek»t We Need 2 Roommate* • We
rented a 4 bedroom townhouse
and need 2 roommates. W/D,
D/W. AC. $250/mo. Call Rob. 4385981 or Klme Realty. 438 8800
August lease.
tarK« l Bfdioun Apartment
good location. $360. 433 1569.
4 • B ■edroem Heuae • on W.
Market. Available 8/01/02. W/D.
D/W. G/D. $1,100 879-3613
Speaclal Qlv*AWay
l
2 bath townhouse includes
Ethernet, cable. TV. and IOCJI phone.
All for only $222/mo. while they
last. University Realty. 434-4444.
Sunchase Sublease Available
Immediately - 4/8 - 6/14 Please
call 801 0157 today!

Hunim HiJco
Madison Mjn.ii
Madison Terrace
1 .A) man Atcnuc
awmwajaf J2S0
.' lUllllHllllS
Oukc Gardens

Mads* aOsfdn
MJJIM.I>MJI-.I

Msflsan lenave
Madison Square
I SlwanB) Place

Smnhjmilft
4 IH-<lr<Minis
IhmlcrsRMlfC
Madison Maimi
UMssafty Plata
Country Cluh Court
Starting M SI75

The Stonewall Jackeon Inn - is
seekmg 23 persons to assist in
hosting, housekeeping, and
marketing of our BAB, m eicnangt
for free room and board at an
adjacent apartment. Call 4338233
for interview

1220 Mt View Townheuae
'.
bedroom. 3 bath. Available July 01.
2002. $1,175 W/0. D/W. 0/D.
furnished, walking distance. Call
8793613
Summer Svalet - Nice nouse m
country. ck>se to town. June Aug
No
pets,
smokers
Quiet,
responsible only. 833 5128
Large Room In Houee ■ 548 E.
Eiiiabeth Sheet $250/month for
summer. Jessica. 442 9205.

o—mtmm ■*.,

latNaCaHaad,
NG - 2-4 more roommates Lease
from May August Calf Sarah for
more information. 437-5714.
S Bedroom. 3 Bath
lott xitn cathedral ceilings. Free
Ethernet, cable, local phone.
University Realty. 4344444
Hunters Ride* Apartment
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms. $200/
month.
Two
empty
rooms.
furnished, new paint, new carpet.
August 2002 July 2003 442 9160
Spring 2003 suaseeeel 1 bedroom
apartment Walking distance to
campus $340/month. Call Manse.
5743320 or n>vandyke99»aol com .
CaMn let Graduation Weekend
sleeps 4, $200 per night. Cat Joe,
8679229
House an N. rwf* -10-12 targe
rooms. Available July or August
2003 87*3613

Great Rentals
for 2002 -2003
Across from Hospital
on Cantrell Ave.
I HR. 1 Kith, laundry. olT-

l-M
APARTMENTS
430-SMI.Aayftael

Furnished 2 BR. 2
Bath Condo -

2002 - 2003

Madison Manor. 8550.

Mrrrt parking, DSL.
12 mo. lease

W.itn int Ituled.

I BK Apt S.150/mo.
2 BK \pl. MOO mo or
S2(K> person, tlhemel
available

Hunters RJdfe Ibsrnhouae \\ Il1.il.ll At-■MI-.I I
8215/pcrson, 4 bedroom.
2 Irving rooms. W/D.
D/W. A/C. 2 baths

5 lltdluuins
Huntm Ridge Loft
Sksrafcsj at ItSO

i

3 BK Apt. S51(1 mo or
SI 70 person

4 Bedroom House Roosevell strcci

complexes to JMU!

Available August 1.

runkhoiisrr A llsssSsMsl
Proper!) M.ir>.iL<imnl

klinv Keiill) Propi-m \lcmt.

Kline Realty
Property Management

IwhwfuNkhovirrMnn.dHKiO ..mi
434-5150

Kline Realty
438-8800

Call Anylimc!

i BI - 2 blocks
from campus' $250, lease. August
2002 2003. Eiiratoeth/Carolme.
4329483.
2002 • aOOS Sublease • Ashby
Crossing/College Parh. One
bedroom available. $320/montn
Ethernet, cable and local phone
included. 540-743-1538.
1320 Devon Lane ■
new townhouse, contemporary
layout, all appliances. 3 levels,
close to campus. Aug. 1 2002
July 30. 2003 $990 8336104

FOR SALE
Ampeg Classic Base Cabinet/
Crete Head Combo
Barely played
Excellent sound and condition.
Trials available, contact Eugene:
schweteaajjmu.edu. 442 4572.
Taking best offer.
1M7 Volvo 240DL • 4 door. 4 cyt.
auto. 30 mpg., new brakes all
around. 1994 Dodge Caravan.
269 2000
ISsTTuiukI Katana SOOcc 7.500 miles, dual exhaust, custom
yellow pamt, cover and helmet
included. $3,600. o.b.o Contact
Justin moranirn9jmu.edu or call
612-4453. For pics/more nto
www geoc ities. own/my96*aeana
Ibaaai R0470JB Jewel Una
Electric Guitar • with case and
stand. After market Seymore
Duncan pick up. Floyd Rose
tremolo bridge, and Rosewood
finger board Asking $350 5744692
St <Inf •:-".iii-|f-u SOU
91 Acura Inters - black, 5 speed.
2 door hatchback, good condition
Asking $3,300 or better offer. Call
Chrisuna. 438-2646.
Swlmauits. Shorts. Tops, Sandals.
Morel Gift & Thrift, 227 N Mam
1994 Honda Acconl EX - 2 door coupe.
5 spaed, great condition, loaded.
Asking $6,500. Call 8792706.
1990 ieep Wrangler for Sat* - red
and Wack with grey interior. 3 5"
lift witn Dig tees, all borta exhaust.
20K on new angina. ($5,000. o bo i
Call 5744468. ask for Dave
Playstation 2 ■ system, games.
accessories for sale. E-mail
jmuGameGuyOyahoo.com
for
information

Furnished. S275/person.

L*rg0 Selection
of Houses!

I hie i'/ the. Insest

ROOSEVELT SQUARE
4 BR furnished townhouscs
W/D.LVW.A/C
-1 Blocks fmm campus!

Hunter's Ridge Townhouse furnished. 2 BR units, kitchen.
$240/be*oom. 703 7370103.

< nrporale apartment

■

Madlaon Seuara - furnished
townhouse. 3 bedroom. 2 1/2
bath. W/D. Rent from S195 per
room. Separate lease starting in
August 2002. 434-1040.

1214 Forest HHI Road ■ 3 Bfi. 1
1/2 baths, washer/d'yer. Across
from Shenandoah Grill. $840.
Hess & Miller. 43*7383.

W/D. D/W. A/C.

438 8800

ENSONIQ
VFX-SD
I
Music
production synthesizer with onboard 24-track sequencer and disk
drive. Over 200 sampled sounds,
infinitely programmable, fully touch
sensitive keyboard. Full MIDI
includes pedant, case. $600. nee;
Call ion. 433 3489

AM. FM Stereo Receiver • Optimus
Digital Synthesized. Used very
mile. $50 or make an offer.
Quasar VCR with remote, needs
cleaning grve away Cal 4341241,
Wave message.
Brewing supplies, Ingredients.
Taps • Blue-stone Celars. 4326799.
181 S Man www. BCeSCWcom
1998 Honda Civic OX Coupe
!
spaed, CD. excellent condition
$7,500. Call 4339162.
1S9X. Ford Tempo - appropriately
108.000
m.les.
very good
condition Asking price: $1,200, or
best offer. Contact information:
Umaimah Nabi. 540 432 9773 or
571 432-5483
or
email
nabiutfaol.com
OJ tsulpment and Lighting •
everything from speakers to st/obe
lt*its to disco bass to tog machine
virtually brand new and in great
condition. Price is negotiable
Please contact Man. 4376584 or
914630-5125
2001 Silver Toyota CellCB
11.000 miles, loaded, spoiler,
sunroof, keyless entry, automatic
transmission.
Gold Emblem
package, excellent condition.
extended warranty. Call 432 1394.
PewefwtoCwwMR 04 • 3S0MH*. 64
MB. 10GB. 56K modem. Asking
$400. kotarat»«))mUedu.

fait lime Switchboard Operator
Mature. Dependable and
Personable. Prefer local student.
Will work with your individual
schedule. Every other weekend
requaed. Appry in person to
Peopte a Choice Anewerk* Serwce
10106 Virginia Ave Hamsonburg.
Sports Aeelstant Positions
available
in
Sports
Media
Relations (or 10 hours/week.
minimum wage, for the 2002 •
2003 school year. Successful
applicants will assist in covering
the 28 NCAA sports, weekend and
night work required in addition to
weekday office hour*. Writing
eipenence preferred, but not
necessary Applications available
>n Sports Media Relation*. Godwin
Hall, room 220. No ohone calls.
Appl-cations encouraged by April
12 Applications accepted until
positions are hiied.
$1. SOO Weekly Potential fnattnf,
our circulars. Free information. Call
2036830202.
The Stonewall Jackson Inn • .s
seeking 2 3 persons to assist in
hosting, housekeeping, and
marketing of our B&B. in exchange
for tree room end board at an
adjacent apartment. Call 4338233
lor inter wow.

Summertime. Part-time -10-12
hours per week, longterm office
assistance. Begin late April.
Flexible hours, smell, quiet, family
oriented environment
Phone.
computer. Customer skias 4330360.
NDJConnectiondf aot .com.
looking for a Fun Summer Job?
Shenandoah Rive* Outfitters is now
hiring for summer season for
campground attendants: campfne
cooks: drivers able to lift 85 lbs.
Must be outgoing, energetic and
able to work weekends. Full and
part-time 80O6CAN0E2
Attention
Summer
Camp
Counselors • ACAC is seeking
committed
Summer
Camp
Counselors for June 10 August
23. Counselors can earn from $6 $8.50 per hour, depending on
experience if you are creative,
excilmg and energired. then ACAC
has an opportunity for you Full
time with benefits' For more
information please call Adam or
Eric, 434 9^8 3800

SERVICES
NOTK K
For more information and
avMtbave regarding the
investigation of financing huMncv*
< Wftunities. unui the

IS SMBI
i Jetta Green, 72K
miles. 5 speed,
anuai. AC.
AM/FM cassette, power sunrool
and doors. Very good condition.
$9,000. Call Lon. 5666004 or email tdbertbe>)mu edu.

Harrtienkurg'.~Newest EateryRT's Chicken & Grille 4 now hvmg
and opening in April Now taking
applications for full/part time
positions. Flexible hours with
competitive pay. Call 435 9289
trom 6 p.m. 9 p.m. Ask for Todd.

Cannon dale Road Bike • 63ctn.
Aerobar. odometer, time pedals.
$350. 2989422

Dance Instructor Pesltloas available for academic year 2002 •
2003. CaH 4337127.

Per Sale: A Oreet Deal • 3
bedroom. 2 bath remodeled 2
story. Central air, new windows,
convenient location in city. Seller
must move' $99,900 Call Chip
Goodson, 2895451 or 4332454.
■39549 - Old Dominron Realty.

lara Up to $600 Per Week •
assembling products at home. No
experience. Info. 1 9856461700.
Dept VA4806.

Belief Buwnes\ Bureau. Inc.
1-WO-5.VL55K1

PERSONALS
Adoption
Couple wishes to adopt
infant. Will pay

'94 Pewtlae SuaMrw • sporty 2
door with spoiler. Wed maintained.
stereo with cassette player. AC.
teal blue, new tires/battery. 5
speed manual. 96.000 miles Call
487 2160

HELP WANTED
Driving Out West (Tetons) for
Summer? Will help pay gas m
exchange 'or transport pf nice
family dog 8335128
$250 A Day Potential r-*teodir*
Training provided 1800 2933985.
en 215

Summer Job
Massanuttan Rrver
Adventures. Inc MRA is seeking 46 man and women for the canoe,
kayak and river tubing 2002
season. MRA is located across
from
Massanuttan
Resort.
Employees must be motivated.
enthusiastic and self managed,
and
good
driving
record.
inexpensive houseig available. Call
280CANOEI2266).
www CAN0E4U.com or email
M as sanutt en R rverS>aoi com
Students Wanted • to help on
horse farm e> exchange for lessons/
"dmg priviledges. Half hour south
of JMU Flexible hours 8283223
tor information.

■ for lull
time
summer
employment,
poseibly leading to fall and full
time 433 1234, 9 am. - 5 p.m.

Please call Jack/Dianne

1^00-773>6511.
ADOPTION
■us Limily wiihonc
child lifc'ktnc. H ailii|H while
intjni I H u- ihoWH your baby
with lovemapptaess in
warm/vct'ure hnme I-Cf.il.
oiiiliJcTiii.il HHK 212 S5S3

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED ADS!
S3.00forthc first I0««dl
|2JAtessClisss11 10 words

Fraternities. Sororities. Clubs.
New Wring! All Northern Virginia
areas: Supervisors/Lifeguaids/
Pool Operators. Apply on line o* call
1877-733-7665. $7.25/*r mrimum.
www. premieramewsesjnc.com

legal/medical expenses.

Student Orowp* . Earn $1,000
$2,000
with
the
easy
Compusfundraisar.com three hour
fund raising event. Does not *ivo»ve
crodrt card appkeabons. Fund raising
dates are (Ming quckiy. so cal today
Contact Campuslundiaiser com at
888023-3238 or visit our website at
www csmpusAmdrm§er com

Block ads arc S in nuh

.Voh- accepting
credit cards!
(VISAni M.'.
Place jrawjr att tntlav!
568-6117

THERE'S A ROCK STAR IN ALL OF US.

The Road to Fitness.
Bouldering Afternoon at
Rawley Spring*
Date: Apr. 26
Level: 2-3
ITIme: 2-6 pm
Cost: S5 JMU / $10 Guests
Pre-req: Belay approval at the
wall or spotting and outdoor
climbing experience.
Register by: Apr. 23. 6pm

WELLNESS PASSPORT

"Voices-Not Bodies"
Candlelight Vigil for Eating Disorder Prevention

Outdoor Soccer
(ml (w) (c)
Entries Due: Apr. 15-May 10
Captain's Meeting: May 13. 5pm

Womeu on Weights (WOW)
Date: Apr. 15
Time: 8-9 pm
Females Only!
WELLNESS PASSPORT

Saturday April 20,11am-return midnight

\-~f Head, Neck, ft Shoulder Massage
■■ ^
Date: Apr. 10
ym
^T
Level: 13
?. . \*^
Time: 8-9 pm
!*'»
WELLNESS PASSPORT

Bus Trip from JMU to the Ellipse of the National Mall.
Washington DC. Buses leave College Center Lot (R-3) at
11:00am return at midnight. The Candlelight Vigil is from 4-9pm.
ets available at the Warren Hall Box Office, $10 roundtrip
Join ANAD (Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders) in raising awareness
and helping to prevent Eating Disorders
Sponsored by Ihe University Health Center and the Leslie George Fund for Eating Disorders
Prevention
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r more information rail X887IH)
vlsll www.Jmu.edu recreation
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Congratulations to the 2002-2003 staff

,

JEANINE GAJEWSKI, Editor
TRAVIS

CLINGENPEEL,

Managing Editor

GAIL CHAPOLINI, Ads Manager

DAVID CLEMENTSON, News Editor

LUCIA LODATO, Copy Editor

KYRA PAPAFIL, News Editor

LAUREN YORK, Copy Editor

KHALIL GARRIOTT, Asst. News Editor

AMANDA HlNCKER, Art Director

JESS

HANEBURY,

LISA MARIETTA,

Opinion Editor
FOCUS

NATETHARP, Graphics Editor

Editor

LAURA DEAN, Photo Editor

BRENNA WALTON, Style Editor

AUDREY WILLIAMS,

ALISON FARGO, Asst. Style Editor

THERESA SULLIVAN,

webmaster

sports Editor

KEVIN MARINAK, Online Editor

Asst. Sports Editor

STEVE CEMBRINKSKI,Online Editor

DREW WILSON,
DAN BOWMAN,

Photo Editor

Need Roommates?
Look no further!
Our residents are the best
and some still need a roomie!

Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

1068 N Lois Lane

The Commons 11

Hf^'.!^'

Stone Gate

432-O60O
www.lbjlimited.com

•
iri u.i

^

' \ SOUth VleW »~>«m»»^

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 8:30801-5:30 pm

Sat.&Sun.upm-4pm

•

